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2Ist Hazel Day
Celebration
scheduled for
Saturday, Oct.2
By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
HAZEL, Ky. - The Hazel
Celebration's 2Ist Anniversary
is coming up Saturday, Oct. 2.
and planners are readying a long
list of exciting events to celebrate the city's unique history.
Hazel
Councilwoman
Michelle Sharp, a member of
the
Hazel . Celebration
Committee, says "Hazel Day"
will officially kick off Saturday,
Sept. 25, with the CFSB Bank
Mr. and Miss Hazel Pageara to
take place at 7 p.m. at Hazel
Baptist Church's Family Life
Center. Parents may enter boys
from birth to three years old and
girls from birth to age 14. For
more information about the contest, contact Sharp at 293-6264.
On friday, Oct.
the CSRA
Dynamite Rodeo Series will
take place at 7 p.m. at State. Line
Ranch & Home's TNT arena as
part of the festivities. A concert
featuring "Bordertown" will
take place preceding the rodeo
from 4-6 p.m. The concert will
be free to those that purchase a
rodeo tiaket. For more infurmation, contact the store at 4926144.
Of course the big day. will be
Saturday Oct. 2, when the celebration gets into high gear with
many events planned all day.
It begins with a pancake
breakfast scheduled for 8 a.m. at
Hazel Methodist Church at 505
Main Street. Not far away the
Hazel Woman's Club Annual
Open Cax Show will take place
on the grounds at the Hazel
Community Center on Barnett
Street. Registration will take
place from 8:30 -11 a.m.
Judging will begin at 11:15.
At 10 a.m. the Hazel
Celebration parade will march
down Third Street from Hazel
Cemetery to State Street.
Trophies will be awarded for
entries winning first, second or
third place. AI! entry sponsors
will receive a participation ribbon. Those wanting to participate are asked to line up at the
cemetery' at 9:30 a.m. There is
no entry fee and pre-registration
is not required. The event is
sponsored by BB&T Bank.

•See Page 3A
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Murray chosen as location for UK
College of Medicine western campus
Rural Physician Leadership Program to see students in 2014
By KYSER LOUGS:
Staff Writer
he
University
of
Kentucky will be starting
up an extension of its
College of Medicine in Murray

starting in 2012, it was
announced Wedra aday.
Emera Wilson, dean of the
Collegt: of Medicine, made the
formal announcement of the
Rural Physician Leadership

T

Progratn tRPLP) at a breakfast
in the Curris Center.
"It's contingent on some final
details but we should have the
first students in Murray starting
in 2014." Wilson said.

Students in the program will
attend
school
at
UK's
Lexington campus for their first
two years of medical school and
then transition to the "West:rn
Campus" in Murray for their
third and fourth years.
The program is the result of a
formal agreement with Munav

State University.. and it will
serve the entire Purchase area.
UK currently operates a similar
installation in Morehead and
are just entering their second
year of having students on campus.

III See Page 3A
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Soybean Harvest

Aurt
upholds
fraternity
dismissal

KYSER LOUGH

Ledger & Times

Van Pittman of Falwell and Pittman Farms harvests soybeans Tuesday, Aug. 31, on land adjacent
to New Providence
Road in Calloway County. Farrners throughout the region have been busy harvesting during the past
few weeks.

MCCH board OKs Spring Creek rate increase
By KYSER LOUGH
Staff Writer
The Murray-Calloway County Hospital Board of Trustees
approved a 3 percent rate
increase Tuesday for Spring
Creek Health Care, citing the
need to stay competitive in the
area.

The increase will amount to
roughly $5 per day, according
to Sandra Dick, vice president
of long-term care.
Brad Bloemer, vice president
of financial services, gave a
financial report that showed
the hospital with a net income
loss of $227,000 for the month

of July. Bloemer said two
major factors contributed to
the loss, an increase in charity
care and bad debt anti a higher
utility bill due to the hot
weather. He said he pulled the
hospital volume data for
August before coming to the
meeting and things were look-

ing significantly better. He also
mentioned that a recent change
has made them eliaiole for a
price break on outpatient
drugs, which could save
MCCH potentially, $300.000
per year.

•See Page 3A

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP)
— A fedcral appeals court
his upheld the dismissal of
a fraternity and its mei:abets
from a wrongful death lawsuit stemming from a postparty fatal crash.
The 6th U.S. Circuit Court
of Appeals in Cincinnati on
Wednesday ruied Lambda
Chi Alpha fraternity at
Murray State University
bears. no responsibility in
the death of graduate student Nadia Shaheen, who
was struck and killed by a
car on a roadside as she
walked home from the campus computer lab in 2005.
The ruling confirms a
decision by U.S. District
Judge Thomas B. Russell in
2008.
Burgess
Harrison
Yonts was
convicted
in 2007 of
wanton
urder,
drunken
driving and
other
Yeats
charges in
the crash. Shaheen's estate
sued Yonts, the fraternity
and its members.
Yonts. the son of state
Rep. Brent Yonts, DGreenville, was paroled in
August.
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Whitfield:
WKEC
awarded history grant

TOMORROW

90s
60S

Dein,Forecast
By Ilse Associated Press
Thursday ..Mostly sunny.
Highs in the lower 90s.
Thursday
night.. Partly
cloudy with a 20 percent
chance of showers and thunderstorms. Lows in the upper
60s.
Friday...Mostly sunny with a
20 percent chance of showers
and thunderstorms. Highs in
ths upper &Os.

Frioay night...Mostly clear.
Lows in the lower 60s.
Saturday...Mostly
clear.
Highs in the upper 80s.
Sunday...Mostly clear Lows
in the lower 60s
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HAWKINS TEAGUE I Ledger & Times

U.S. Reo. Ed Whitfield (R-Hopkinsville) holds a ceremonial check with staff members of
Murray State University's West Kentucky Educational Cooperative. The program was awarded $997,072 in a U.S. Department of Education Teaching American History grant.
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By HAWKINS TEAGUE
Staff Wnter
Kentucky's First District
U.S.
representative,
Ed
Whitfield, stopped by Murray
State University's Wells Hall
Wednesday
afternoon
to
announce a history teachers'
training grant for MSU's West
Kentucky
Educational
Cooperative.
WKEC
was
awarded
$997,072 from a total of
$115.3 million in Teaching
American History grants given
by the U.S. Department of
Education
Todd Warren, the director ot
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WKEC's Consortium for
Innovations in Education, said
he wrote the grant application
for 35 Kentucky history teachers who are involved in the
program, which provides extra
training with lectures from historians and professors, teaching strategy workshops, trips
to historic sites and other
methods. Warren said some of
the classes are held in Murray
and most are at the WKEC's
conference
center
in
Eddyville. He also said he typically writes grants for teach-
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Deadline
Murray Police Department
approaching issues safety tips for students
for Ice Cream
Fest events

KYSER LOUGH I Ledger

Times

Dr. Emery Wilson, dean of the College of Medicine at the University of Kentucky, announced
Wednesday that UK will open a Rural Physician Leadership Program in Murray in 2012. with
medical students arriving in 2014. Pictured is Wilson, left. standing with Dr. Richard Crouch.
Assistant Dean for RPLP- Western Campus, center. and Jeff Frame, director of the UK Center
for Rural Health.

sprit

III College of Medicine...
From Front

- S2119.900'

:229.9101
um'

addition to working with MSU. the program
incorporates numerous area hospitals and clinics.
A press release provided by UK lists MurrayCalloway County Hospital, Lourdes Hospital.
Western Baptist Hospital. Jackson Purchase
Medical Center. Marshall County Hospital and
Jennie Stuart Medical Center as in talks to provide
hands-on medical training to the students. Wilson
said they are actively. looking for additional partners in the program, whether through providing
training or helping defray the $800,000 per year
cost of operating. the program.
Wilson outlined the main need for the program
as a recent downturn in the number of physicians
in Kentucky. He said that Kentucky is currently
2.300 physicians below the national average and
that the deficit is especially. high in rural areas.
-The Rural Physician Leadership Track program
seeks to fill a needed health care void across
Kentucky.- said UK President Lee T. Todd. Jr. in
the release. "The state is facing a dire shortage in
rural doctors. and we arc excited to partner with
our friends in Nlun-ay to help solve that pressing
problem."
Murray was a natural choice to set up shop,
Wilson said. as it has a strong medical community and a good resource in MSU. He implied possible future integration with the university.. including offerine business classes to the students to

help them when they have to run their own practice.
Vvlien students arrive on campus in 2014. they
will have followed a modified course load at UK
as other medical students. Upon their transition to
Murray, they will do clinical training at area hospitals and clinics as well as working with community-based faculty. The release also saitl the students will conduct a community health research
project and evaluate a real-life medical practice to
assess factors such as the number of patients seen.
staffing needed and technology employed.
"The proposed partnership with UK, centered
around the RPLP. is beneficial to both students
and the region,- said MSU President Dr. Randy
Dunn in the release. "Hosting students in Murray
for the third and fourth year of medical school will
provide far-western Kentucky with the ability to
train and ultimately' retain medical doctors from
this area of the state, filling a tremendous gap in
the availability of physicians practicing in rural
areas.During his presentation Wednesday. Wilson said
the economic impact of a physician on a community, both directly and indirectly, can range from
$800,000 to $2.3 million.
'The school will be headed up by Dr. Richard
Crouch. Assistant Dean tor Rural Physician
Leadership Program- Western Campus.

Health Department reports
multiple vaccines available

Dr. -

Special to the Ledger
The Calloway County Health
center cun-ently has multiple
vaccines thin are available to
the public for just the administration cost.
Through
American
the
Recovery and Reinvestment
Act. a pneumonia vaccine is
available for a $10 administration fee.
The center also is offering a
Tdap Yaccine for a $4 administration fee. This vaccine proTetanus.
against
tects
Diphtheria, and Pertussis. Linda
Cavitt. nursing director and site
director at the Calloway County
Health
(
-enter, said that because
thc incidence of Pertussis is on
the rise across the United
States. it is recommended that
all adults up to age 65 receive
one dose of Tdap. Most children
are also due a dose of Tdap at
Oth grade entry'.
There is also the ARRA vac-

149,500

eine that is used to immunize
persons age 19 through 26 who
have no insurance or whose
insurance does not cover the
cost of the vaccine. This
includes the following vaccines:
Hepatitis A, HPV. Tdap,
Varicella (chicken-pox ) and
Meningococcal. All are free
with an administration fee of
$4.
Cavitt said otice the shipment
of vaccine is gone. they will not
be receiving any more free shipments of the vaccine and urged
the public to get their vaccines
updated. She said residents are
v..elcome to get the vaccines
when they. come in for their flu
shot, which they will be taking
appointments for soon, but they
do not have to wait until the tlu
vaccine arrives.

CCSO: PTL traiier

reported missing
Staff Report
Calloway
The
County
Sheriff's Office is currently
trying to recover a missing
Paschall Truck Lines trailer
that was said to conatin
$75.0(X) in swimming pool
suppiies.
CCSO Captain Richard Steen
said the trailer was reported
missing Wednesday after PT1.
found the truck that towed the
trailer in Cincinnati, Ohio. He
said PTL officials reported that
the driv.er of the tractor-trailer
had left Murray with the merchandise and that the company
v..its able to find the truck
because its vehicles contain
GPS units.
Steen said no one had yet
been able to reach the driver.
who lives in Ohio. and that
officials are not currently
releasing any names. He said
Cincinnati police are helping
with the investigation.

Bin Bailey, M.D.

95.000 -

West Kentucky
Rheumatology
t. ata
i
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'

Treatment of Arthritis
and related Diseases
"Preet?ly JOYelne
Mit Kentacky an? "-remit-Mil
tfor ever 21 years!

Accepting new patients - No referral necessary

Special to the Ledger
The Rotary Scooper Bowl
and the Murray Ice Cream
Festival are fast approaching
with the chance for non-profits
to win or inake cash.
The Rotary Scooper Bowl.
scheduled fcr Friday, Sept. 10,
is a homent ide ice cream competition between non-profit
organizations all vying for the
chance to win the grand prize
of $1.5(X). Second place will
win $1,(XX). with third place
taking $500. All organizations
will receive a percentage of the
money taken at the gate. it was.
reported.
An official with the Murray
Festival on
Ic'e
Cream
Saturday. Sept. I I. has also
asked non-profits to become
involved. "Every festiy.al needs
yendors. so why not have nonprofits be the vendors to help
them fake funds?" slid Deana
Wright, Murray Main S.reet
director.
At this year's festival nonprofit vendors will be selling
hatnburgers. hetdogs, fried
Oreos and much more, she said,
adding that vendors participate
without any fees.
For those non-profit organizations wanting to become a
vendor or enter into the competition. applications are being
accepted
until Sept. 3.
Applications can be picked up
at the Murray Main Street
office at 201 South 4th Street.
The Murray Ice Cream
Festival weekend events will
be located in downtown. The
Scooper Bowl will be from 6-9
p.m. Gate pricing to sample
each organization's best homemade ice cream at the Scooper
Bowl will be $5 for adults and
$1 for children, 10 years old
and under.
Vv'rist bands for Friday and
Saturday night activities, such
as the racecar simulators.
inflatables and face painting
will he sold at all area Regions
Bank locations or at the Murray.
Xlain Street office. These bands
will be $7 in advance anti $10
at the gate.
For more information call
1270) 759-2194.

Yard sale
applications
available
Special to the Ledger
I hc Murray(-oily ention and
Visitors Bureau will host the biannual City. Wide Yard Sale, on
Sept. 18. to help disperse of old
and used treasures of the
Murray community.
Each entry on the yard sale
map is $10. Participants also
have the option to set up in the
Central Park on Arcadia Drive.
Fees and applications are due
Sept. 14. with no late applications accepted. All entry fees
will help fund the annual
Freedom Fesi celebration during the 4th ot July weekend.
Each entry- guarantees a placement on the yard sale map with
a description of items sold at
each location.
"Even though we long for
rain in this area. we hope fOr
clear skies on our bi-annual city
wide yard sale.- Erin Carrico.
Murray CVB director said.
"But. if rain does occur. we
hope our yard sellers and buyers will understand v..e cannot
reschedule or refund anyone's
money.
"This is a fun r-aiser: one set
up to help funti our annual
Freedom Fest celebration."
Carrico said. "If it were not for
the funds from this event. v..e
vovuld have to cut many of the
festival's actrt Ines."
For those interested in participating, applications are available at ww w.tounnurray.com or
at 201 S. 4th Street Mun-ay. Ky.
at the Murray CVB. For more
information call (270) 759'
I 99
Though weather is unpredictable. refunds voll not be
given nor rain dates set N1aps
will he on sale from Sept. 1618 at the Munay CVB for $2

Special to the Ledger
1 he new school year for both
high schools and the unit ersity
has hegun and many celebrate
seeing old friends as well as getting hack to studying. Each year
the Murray Police Department
sees increases in several crimes.
Here are d few safety. tips to
help students have an enjoyable
school year.
Protecting yourself
from theft
Simply rernoy ins valuables
from vehicles and locking doors
often deters theft crimes.
Thieves are opportunists and
walk from vehicle to vehicle
checking doors. If you have left
your doc,r unlocked, any item of
value is taken. Items most often
taken are electronic- devices and
money, so make sure to remove
those items from your vehicles.
Protecting yourself
from sexual assault
As students begin college they
are often celebrating being out
on their own. Unfortunately,
there are a few individuals who
will take advantage of those
who have drank excessively.
Women should be very aware of

this and understand that they are
more vulnerable with each chink
they take. A simple tip to pre vent this is to not drmk to
excess. but many times students
do not listen to this advice.
W'hat police suggest is to have a
sober friend there to not only be
a designated driver, but also to
help watch for potential predators who could try to take
advantage of you.
Protecting yourself
from burglary
Again. make absolutely sure
to lock your doors Do not leave
keys hidden on the property.
thieves look for them. Keep
your shrubbery trimmed around
windows and doors so an individual cannot hide easily. Get to
know your neighbors, they' are
often the people who will see
something unusual and will
contact the police department.
If at anytime you want more
information on ways to protect
yourself, contact the Murray
Police Department at 753-1621.

III Whitfield, WKEC...
From Front
ers at schools with some the
greatest needs.
Whitfield said he was glad
teachers in the kindergarten
through 12th grade levels would
benefit from the money. He said
he agreed with the sentiment
that said "If we want to understand today. then we have to
understand the past." and that
too many young peopie did not
realize how vital a knowledge of
history is to life.
Teaching American History
grants are funded for a three-

year period. They are being
awarded to school districts in 40
states. the District of Columbia.
and American Samoa. School
districts in Kentucky that also
received grants were: Kentucky
Educational
Development
Cooperative
in
Ashland:
Covington Independent School
District in Covington: Knott
County Board of Education in
Hindman and the Ohio Valley
Educational Cooperative in
Shelbyville

III Hazel Celebration...
From Front
Meanwhile. an antique tractor
display. will be featured in
BB&T's rear parking area on
Barnett Street featuring the
Purchase Area Antique Tractor
Club. However all antique tractor owners are invited to display
their equipment. The ev.ent will
take place from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Featured
throughout the
morning and ncxm hours will be
"old fashioned" cake walks. The
walks. planned for 10:30, 1 I
and 11:30 a.m. as well as noon,
12:30 and I p.m.. will take place
on Center Street. Anyone that
would like to donate a cake or
other baked goods for the event
is asked to contact Vivian Kaeo
at 492-8052 or email • bobvivian@wk.net.
Hazel Baptist Church and Big
Brothers
Sisters of
Big
Calloway County will sponsor a
Kid's Area event from I() a.m.
to 4 p.m. on the lawn at Hazel
Baptist Church. Inflatables,
pumpkin painting and "all kinds
of other fun things- for youngsters to do are planned. Musical
entertainment will also fill the
air when the band, "Great River
Road" will play on the main
stage from I 1 a.m. to 3 p.m.
Admission is free.
A wide variety of food choices
will be featured along Center

Street from 8 a.m. to 4 p.m.
from a food court to be set up
next to Hazel City Hall. An arts
and crafts and Ilea market event
will be placed nearby between
city hall and Hazel Church of
Christ.
A pie-eating contest sponsored by- The Cabin gift shop
will take place near the store.
The event will pit 6 to II-yearold pie eaters against each other
at 11 a.m. with contests featuring 12 to 15 year olds at I p.m.
and those 16 years and up at 3
p.m. Those interested in entering the contest may do so by
signing up at Hazel Celebration
information booth located in
front of city hall. The information booth will be open from 68 p.m. on Friday, Oct. I and
from 8 a.m. to 4 p.m. on
Saturday, Oct. 2.
Winners of the Little Mr. and
Miss Hazel contest as well as
parade winners and this year's
grand
marshal! wilt
be
announced from the main stage
around 10:30 a.m. Also, political speakers will take the stage
from noon to I p.m. and a drawing for a 32-inch. flat-screen TV
will take place at 3 p.m.
Featured again this year will
be Hazel's "Haunted Barn."
Details concerning date and
time for the event is forthcoming. according to Sharp.

•Spring Creek...
From Front
treasurer
Board
Kenny
Darnell said many. hospitals
have had to lay off employees
and so MCCH is still in good
shape. even with the bad month.
"Overall. we're still in the
black i financially and it looks
like we'll remain that way," he
said.
The hospital currently has a
year-to-date net income of
$556.0(X).
A semi-annual meeting of the
Murray-Calloway
County
Emergency' Medical Service
v. as held during the meeting. led
by Jerry Gorrell. A new ambulance has been put into service
and two EN1Ts are currently in
training to become paramedics,
Gorrell reported. There has also
been an increasing trend in
patient transfers out to larger
hospitals. Compared to last
Wal-. transfers out are up 93. he

...Aid Board members inquired
about the trend. which Gorrell
said was a typical thing to see in
smaller hospitals where certain
serxices are not offered.
The ambulances have been
tnaking more runs overall, giving the ambulance service a
$68,(XX) revenue boost compared to 2(X)9.
Keith Bailey. hospital CEO.
told board members a grand
opening for the new. Gero-Psych
Unit will be on Tuesday. Sept.
14. at II a.m. He also
announced the signing ot contract with the Heart Group from
Paducah to bring a cardiologist
to MCCH once a week. The
intention is to eyentually have
cardiology offered full-time.
The board adjourned into
executive session to discuss
potential litigation. and it was
reported that no action was
taken.

I hursdity. September 2, 2010
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Meet the verger of
Winchester Cathedral
"He was standing in the
choir of Winchester Cathedral
surrounded by the first tourists
of the year. He was a cleanshaven man with the mobile face
of an actor; shrewd, humorous eyes. and white hair brushed
straight back over his head."
Thus began H. V. Morton's
description of the verger of Winchester Cathedral in his book
"In Search of England.'"
A verger is one who takes
care of the interior of a church,
but they often served as guides
for tourists. This was no ordinary verger and this was no
ordinary guide. One tourist
nudged Morton and said, "This
chap's good. isn't he? I expect
he's pulling our legs a bit. He
talks about the old days as if
he had been there."
Indeed "as the man with
the white hair talked in the silent
choir of Winchester—before
him the long sweep of that
marvelous nave, on either side
those lovely Norman transepts
soaked in a pale f.old light—
he moved his hands in time
to his words, and his eyes went
over the group to each listener. There was not a shuffle.
He had gripped them! They
had come prepared to be bored;
they stayed strangely thrilled
by this man's enthusiasm and
by the pictures he called up.
That was it; he humanized
the history book."
Morton wrote that "the
old story, like all old stories
told properly, took on a new
importance, became dramatic
and somehow near at hand.
The crowd had heard it before
at school; but they had never
seen it before." Oh,that I could
have that effect on my students. I know that they have
heard it all before, but what
if I could make them see history? Perhaps it must begin
with a love of history ori the
pan of the teacher. That ;was
the case with the verger of
Winchester Cathedral.
""I love it,' said the verger. 'You ought to come up here
on a moonlit night and look
down. You can imagine things:
you can see ghosts. .
.'"
Morton chatted with the verg-

er at the
conclusion
of the tour.
"You must
have devoted your life
to
this."
Morton
said. The
verger
responded:
"When
1 Home and
w
a
s
Away
appointed
By James
verger, the Duane Bolin
;pith
of Ledger & Times
Winchester
Columnist
gripped me
and I knew that I had found
my right job. I love every
stone of this cathedral."
At one point in the tour the
verger gave each of the tourists
a bell, "delivered a lecture on
bell-ringing, numbered us off
from the right, and pointing
to each one in turn as he
wished him to ring, drew forth
front the unpromising assembly 'Abide with Me.'" "We
were delighted with ourselves,"
Morton said.
"Up we went again, and
round and round, till we bent
under a little stone doorway'
and came out on the roof of
the cathedral. . . . We looked
down on the tops of feathery
lime trees, on the river and
the distant hills, the little town
lying pleasantly in a blue haze
of smoke from its chimneys,
Winchester!"
"Down we all trooped over
those sheer corkscrew stairs
and out into the lime avenue.
We found that we all knew
each other. We all shook hands
before we parted. Such is the
power of one man's enthusiasm." I wish it could be that
way in each of my university
classes this semester. That at
the end of the semester my
students could all know each
other. And that they could
know the subject of History
in a new and interesting way.
Duane Bolin teaches in the
Department of History at Murray State University. Contact
him at duane.bolin@murraystate.edu
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Setting an example in public service
One of the great things about
living and working in Kentucky is that - if you see a
problem and have an idea about
how to solve it - no one stands
in your way. Newcomers and
natives alike are encouraged to
take charge of change: they
are. to latch on to the current
vernacular, empowered to do
what needs to be done.
Locally, a good example is
the organization called CUBS.
an acronym for Calloway United Benevolent Services. At a
meeting last week, scores of
local causes with regional and
national implications were represented. Just hearing the range
of issues championed by meeting participants made me realize how fortunate we are in
Calloway County to have leaders at all levels who are interested in serving the needs of
the mentally ill and their families; hospice: domestic abuse:
good parenting and grand-parenting; recycling; asthma; and
stray animals. (That does not
even come close to completing the list. by the way.)
Something else about Kentucky that has always impressed
me is that we launch programs
that link to similar needs in
other states. setting the stan-

dard for pursuit of excellence
without hogging the spotlight
or claiming all the credit. One
excellent example is the
Prichard C'ommittee, a grassroots organization that, under
the leadership of Bob Sexton.
became a nationally recognized
model of citizen engagement
focused on improving education at all levels. Sadly, Dr.
Sexton died last Thursday, but
the Committee pledges to honor
his legacy by continuing the
important work that framed his
career of public service
Another example of public
service in Kentucky, the Initiative on Rural Journalism and
Community Issues 11121C1), celebrated its five-year anniversary in August 2(X)9. The Institute is housed at University of
Kentucky and is headed by Al
Cross, former political reporter
and still a columnist for
Louisville's Courier-Journal.
The efforts of distinguished
Kentuckians like Al Smith.
newspaper owner and retired
host of KET's "Comment on
Kentucky," launched IRJCI. As
a result, thousands of reporters,
editors and publishers of rural
papers read the daily Rural
Biog. a digest of events, trends.
issues and ideas from and about

rural America.
Last
week,
addressing a
meeting of
the IRJCI's
advisory
board, Al
Smith
talked about
his move to
Kentucky, Main Sheet
and his ini- By Constance
Alexander
tial misgivings about Ledger & 'Times
Columnist
working for
a newspaper
in Russellville. At first, all he could
think of was getting out of
western Kentucky, but it didn't take him long to have an
epiphany. "Russellville was a
microcosm,'" he concluded.
"Everything at the state level
is reflected in some way at
the local level. We didn't have
to be small town in our vision."
This insight guided his career
and attracted his involvement
in many issues. but the launch
of the Institute for Rural Journalism and Community Issues
could be one of the projects
with the most far-reaching
results.

To the Editor.
The Greek philosopher Plato
once said "You can discover
more about a person in an
hour of play than in a year
of conversation."
Without question. this is
especially true for our children.
Yet,
according
to
a
KaBOOM! Playground Poll
conducted by Harris Interactive. 82 percent of parents
believe children don't spend
enough time playing outside and
the National Survey of Children's Health reports that more
than 1/3 of all U.S. children
are overweight or obese.
I have no doubts those two
statistics are directly related.
Children without a great place
to play are at a substantially

OUR READERS
WRITE

Al Cross. the director ot
111.1CI, reminded the group that
over sixty million people ir
the U.S. are considered rural
Consequently, the role of newspapers like the Murray Ledgei
& Times is increasingly important. In an era of 24/7 new.
coverage that frequently ignore.
or overlooks small towns anc
rural communities, strong
reporting and responsible cominz.ntary in our hometowr
papers are crucial to set thc
public agenda.
As venerable members ol
our local community, like Jr
Burkeen. retire, the rest of w
must re-dedicate ourselves t(
continuing the work they have
started. People like Jo, Bot
Sexton and Al Smith are role
models whose generosity ol
spirit and tireless commitment
set the example for us all.
For more information abou,
the IRJC1, log
tf
on
WWW.ruraljournalism.org. Mort
about the Prichard Committed
available
is
httplIwww.prichardcommittee.‘
re. Read Main Street onlini
at wwwmurrayledgercom. Con
tact the columnist directly a,
constancealexander@newwayi
comm.net.
activities for students to carry
on in our local parks, at home.
and with peers during and outside of school activities.
Students in grades K-5 have
recess, while outdoor time can
be earned by students in grades
6-8. We take such things for
granted, but recess and physical education are disappearing from schools.
Through the Playful City
USA program, other communities across the country look
to Murray as a role model.
These cities and towns will
examine our best practices and
look to replicate them in their
communities.
I take a tremendous amount
of pride in knowing that what
we're doing here in Murray
will improve the lives of not
only our children. but children
elsewhere as well.
More can be learned about
Playful City USA and our designation through contacting Pat
Harrington, 753-9640. or by emailing
best I00@murrayky.net.
Mayor Danny Hudspeth
City of Murray

higher risk of being unhealthy.
This program honors cities
For a variety' of reasons, most and towns determined to priadults have forgotten how oritize play and ensure that
important play is for children. children are healthy by proAdditional studies continue to viding the time and space for
prove that children who receive play.
prescribed amounts of time for
In Murray, we take play
play are prone to be healthi- seriously. Our leadership has
er and perform better in school. taken steps to make sure that
I'm proud to say that Mur- our children have access to great
ray is doing something to places to play.
address this play deficit.
One of the biggest all-inIn fact, national non-prof- one playgrounds in a 28-counit KaBOOM! recently recog- ty area in westem Kentucky was
nized Murray as one of 118 built in Central Park. Main
Playful City USA communi- Street Youth Center opened a
ties in 2010 for the third straight new playground. Plans for a
year
skate park are going forward.
I am especially proud of
our city school system. Another physical education teacher
was added at the middle school
as the school believes that more
physical movement, exercise,
✓ Letters may be sent to P.O. Box 1040, Murray, KY
and programming must be
42071, faxed to 270-753-1927, or e-mailed to
added to address the rise of
editor@murrayledger.com.
childhood obesity.
se' Letters mailed or faxed must be signed and have
Part of that focus is to begin
address and phone number for verification purposes. Eteaching additional leisure
mailed letters must have address and phone number.
✓ No letters will be printed anonymously.
V Letters should not exceed 300 words and must be
typed or legible.
✓ The Murray Ledger & Times reserves the right to edit
or reject any letter on the basis of length, style, spelling,
grammar, libel. good taste and frequent contributors to
the Forum page.
V Letters of a '`thank you" nature that single out sponState Sen. Ken Winters(R-Murray)
sors, businesses or individuals by name, except those
Legislative Offices. Capitol Annex
directed toward the community as a whole, will not be
Fiankfort. Ky. 40601
e-mail
ken winters@Irc ky gov
1-800-372-7181
accepted.
✓ Letters only represent the viewpoint and opinions of
State Rep. Melvin Henley (D-Murray)
the writer and not necessarily of the Ledger & Times
Room 329J. Capitol Annex
staff.
Frankfort, Ky. 40601
e-mail melvin henley0Irc ky gov
1-800 372-7181
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Obituaries

Senate president jumps into Ky. governor's race
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Ntary Et ely Edwards. 84. of Murray, died Tuesday, Aug.
31,
.2010. at fern Ten-ace Lodge in Murray.
She was a meniber of Glendale Road Church 01
Christ.
Edwards was preceded in death by her husband.
Ned Edwards: one daughter, Brenda Jane
Peterson; her parents, Robert Lang Bailey and
Maggie Jane Hackney.; three brothers; two sisters:
and one grandchild.
She survived by two sons. Richard Edwards
and wife. Wanda of Sedalia and Tater Edwards and
wife. Brinda of Dexter; a daughter, Twyla
Berberich and husband, Bill of Murray; a brother,
Edwards
Ronnie Bailey. and wife, Jo of Soddy Daisy, Tenn..
two sisters. Martha Rose of Soddy Daisy, Tenn. and Melba Smart
and husband. Thomas of Lebanon. Tenn.; 11 grandchildren; eight
great-grandchildren; and one great-great-grandchild.
Graveside services will he Friday, Sept. 3, 2010. at 11 a.m. at
Murray. Memorial Gardens with John Dale officiating. The family
will receive visitors on Thursday, Sept. 2, 2010, from 5-8 p.m. at
Imes - Miller Funeral Home.

James Wilson Maddox, Jr.
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James Wilson Maddox, Jr., 93. of Murray. died Wednesday, Sept.
I. 2010. at 8:06 a.m. at Hickman-Clinton ICF in
Clinton.
Formerly of Mayfield, Maddox was a past
member of Mayfield First United Method'd
Church and he attended First United Methodi-t
Church in Martin, Tenn. A retired sales representative with Schering Plough Pharmaceutical.
Maddox also served in the army dunng WWII and
the Korean War.
He was preceded in death by his parents. James
and Virginia (Smith) Maddox, Sr.; hi. first wife,
Belinda Boyd Maddox; and a brother. Dr. Tom
Maddox
Maddox.
He is survived by his wife, Louise Crockett
Maddox; live daughters. Vicki Smith and husband.
Joe David of Mayfield, Denise Melvin and husband,
Tommy of Mayfield. Amanda Watts of Mayfield;
Suzie Cathey and husband, Steve of Murray; and Jill
Holshouser and husband, Don of Mayfield; 12 grandchildren; 14
great-grandchildren; and two step-great-grandchildren.
A memorial service will be held Friday, Sept. 3, 2010, at 2 p.m.
at First United Methodist Church in Mayfield with visitation following. A private burial will be at Mayfield Memory Gardens.
Expressions of sympathy may take the form of donations to the
First United Methodist Church in Mayfield or the First United
Methodist Church in Martin. Tenn.

Irving Pearson Bright, Jr.
ing Pearson Bright. Jr., 78, of Paducah, died Tuesday. Aug. 31.
2010. at 8 p.m. at Lourdes Hospital.
Born May 9, 1932, in Decatur, Ill., he resided in
Paducah since 1935. Bright attended Augusta
Tilghman High School, graduated from Western
Military Academy in Alton,
in 1950 and graduated from Indiana University in 1954. He served in
the United States Air Force until 1956 at which time
he returned to Paducah and joined his father at Bright's, the family
business. until he retired in 1994.
Bnght was preceded in death by his parents. Irving Pearson
Bright. Sr. and Florence Reiss Bnght.
He is survived by his wife of 56 yearS, Jane; a son, Steve Bnght
and wife. Paula; a daughter, Julie Harris and husband, Carl; a brother, Allen Bright and wife, Carol: and four grandchildren. Reiss and
Evan Bright and Janie and Sarah Harris, all of Paducah.
Graveside services will be held Friday, Sept. 3, 2010. at 3 p.m. at
femple Israel Cemetery with Louis Michelson officiating. All
friends are invited to attend a reception at the Carson Center from 47 p.m.
Expressions of sympathy may take the form of contributions to
Lourdes Hospital. the Carson Center or the River Discovery Center.
Milner and Orr Funeral Home of Paducah is in charge of arrangements.

1111.

Thomas Bradley Miller
Thomas Bradley Miller. 82, of Southfield. Mich., died on Friday.
Aug. 20. 2010, at Beaumont Hospital in Royal Oak. Mich. Funeral
,ervices were held on Wednesday, Aug. 25. 2010. at Huntington
Woods Lutheran Church in Huntington Woods, Mich. with the Rev.
Lee Pritchard presiding. He was cremated and his ashes werc
mumed at Roseland Park Cemetery in Berkley, Mich.
Bom in Murray, Miller graduated from Lynn Grove High School
in 1947. He was employed at Massey Ferguson Tractor for 25 years
in Detroit. Mich.
He was preceded in death by his parents, Burie G. and Ophie
Miller.
Miller is survived by' his wife Joan Miller; four sons. Michael
Miller and wife, Monika Merz of Tokyo, Japan. Donald Miller and
wife, Jane of Bedford, Ind.. Clifford Miller of Grand Blanc, Mich.,
and John Miller of Cordova, Tenn.; a daughter, Valerie Miller
McCloskey of Westland. Mich.: and five grandchildren. Amber,
Maxwell. Adam. Burie anti Jacob.

New survey aims to stop
church membership decline
NASHVILLE. Tenn.(AP)It's the conundrum Protestant
denominations with declining
memberships and shrinking
budgets arc desperate to solve:
How to stem the decades-long
losses and attract new. worshippers. The United Methodist
Church. the third largest denomination in the country. thinks it
could tte closer to finding the
answer. It commissioned an
ambitious survey of nearly all its
33.000 U.S. churches to find out
what its growing memberships
are doing to kee7, congregations
thriving.
Of those churches. the four
key factors of vitality stood out
as -crystal clear findings that are
actionable," according to the
survey:
- Small groups and programs. such as Bible study and
activities geared toward youth.
active lay leadership.
- Inspirational pastors who
have served lengthy tenures at
churches.
- A mix of traditional and
contemporary worship services.
One of the successful churches is St. Luke's United
Methodist
Church

Thursday. September 2. 2010• 5A

Indianapolis, which has seen its
membership steadily grow over
the years to nearly 6,200.
The church's senior pastor.
the Rev. Kent Millard, said it has
offereti both traditional and contemporary worship services for
years. At a contemporary serv •
ice, congregants kick back with
doughnuts and coffee. a live
band plays music and clips from
Hollywood movies are shown to
illustrate Gospel messages.
"Worship is like going to a
mall," Millard said. 'There are
all kinds of stores. Some people
like specialty shops. Some like
department stores."
When you have variety, people can go where they like."
Religious scholars say the
exhaustive survey is likely the
first of its kind to try solving
problems that for years have
plagued mainline Protestant
denominations
the
like
Lutherans.
Methodists,
and
Presbyterians
Episcopalians.
The U.S. membership of the
Methodist Church.
United
which hits most ot its offices and
operations in Nashville, dropped
by nearly 1 percent last year.

By ROGER ALFORD
Associated Press Wnter
FRANKFORT, Ky. 1AP) Republican Senate President
David Williams entered next
year's governor's race on
Wednesday with a University of
Kentucky basketball icon in
tow.
"Kentucky
is
adrift."
Williams said in a statement.
"'rk. cannot afford another four
years of inaction on the serious
problems facing our commonwealth."
Williams
recruited
Agriculture
Commissioner
Richie Farmer, the shooting
guard on the legendai-y 1992 UK
dubbed
team
"The
Unforgettables." to be his running mate. Farmer hati considered running for governor himself. but decided instead to team
up with Williams.
"I'm at the pentad of my life
where this was the right thing
for me to do at this time, and it
was a family decision." Farmer
told reporters at a Frankton
press conference Wednesday.
Farrner. a Clay County'
native. is one of the most recognized names in Kentucky. He is
serving his second term as ag
commissioner, an elected position.
Lexington attorney Larry

Forgy said the gubernatenal
slate is formidable.
"Richie Farmer will add a
eenain celebrity and loyalty to
the ticket that no other candidate
in Kentucky brings,- said Forgy.
himself a former Republican
gubernatorial candidate. "His
athletic celebrity will he very
important."
Williams said he and Farmer
have spent weeks in talks leading up to the announcement.
"We have found we have a
common belief that Kentucky
needs a change of leadership in
the office of governor."
Williams said. "I'm very fortunate that Commissioner Farmer
has agreed to run as pan of this
team."
Forgy had touted Williams as
a gubernatorial candidate for
months, saying he has proven
during the past 10 years as
Senate president that he is a very
able leader.
Louisville businessman Phil
Moffett. who had previously
announced he will run for Me
GOP gubernatorial nomination,
said Williams will have a run on
a record that includes driving up
debt on Kentucky' taxpayers.
-Running against someone
who has signed off on all the
debt Kerduckians are struggling
with now and who has support-

ed
,i1 tax increases kind ot
niakes me feel like I'm already
facing a Democrat." Moffett
said in a statement.
Demoeratic Party Chairman
Dan Logsdon said he believes
Kentuckians will be happy to get
it chance to vote against Williams.
On the Deinocratic side, Gov.
Steve Beshear is seeking re-deetion with Louisville Mayor jerry.
Abramson as his running mate.
Harlan County demolition contractor Otis Hensley also is se-eking the Democratic nomination.
Lexington lawyer Gatewood
Galbraith is running as an independent.

tundraeting
Bethear
e ..ege
h
lead ov.er all others. having
banked more than S2.6 million so
far. according to the Registry of
Election Finance.
Beshear spent 59.7 million in
his 201)7 race.
The Democratic governor
announced last year that he would
seek re-election with Abramson. a
longtime mayor in Louisville. the
state's largest city. Peshear had to
find a new running mate after Lt.
Gov'. Daniel Mongiardo dropped
off the ticket to run for U.S.
Senate. a race he lost.

Poll: 81 percent of Arizonans
support new immigration law
PHOENIX (AN - A poll
says an oveiwhelming majority
of Arizona voters support the
types tif previsions that are at
the heart of a national debate
involving the state's imrnigranon law.
The survey conducted on
behalf of Arizona State
University's Morrison Institute
for Public Policy found 81 percent of voters approved of
requinne people to show documents indicating they're in the
country legally..

It Aim found that 74 percent
believe police should be
allowed to detain anyone unable
to venfy their immigration status, and 68 percent say police
should be allowed to question
anyone suspected of being in the
country illegally.
The survey of 614 registered
voters w.as conducted July 16Aug. 6 and has a sampling error
of plus or minus 4 percentage
points. It
was
released
Wednesday.

Evacuations begin as Hurricane Earl nears East Coast
NAGS HEAD. N.C.(AP)Farther up the East Coast. said Peter Judge, a spokesman in Carteret County were evacuHurricane Earl steamed toward emergency officials urged peo- for
the
Massachusetts ating low-lying areas, but didn't
the Eastern Seaboard on ple to have disaster plans and Emergency
Management know how many people would
Wednesday' as communities supplies read). and weighed Agency'.
be affected.
from North Carolina to New whether to order evacuations as
As of Wednesday afternoon,
The North Carolina National
England kept a close eye on the they watched the latest maps Earl was a powerful Category' 4 Guard also is deploying 80
forecast. worried that even a from the National Hurricane hurricane centered more than troops to help and Gov. Beverly
slight shift in the storm's pre- Center - namely. the "cone of 680 miles southeast of Cape Perdue sent a letter to President
dieted offshore track could put uncertainty" showing the broad Hatteras, N.C., with winds of Barack Obama requesting a fedmillions of people in the most path the stoma could take.
135 mph.
eral emergency declaration
densely populated part of the
Earl was expected to reach
The only mandatory' evacua- before landfall in anticipation of
country in harm's way'.
the North Carolina coast late tions were for 30,000 residents damages.
Vacationers along North Thursday and wheel to the and visitors ordered to leave
lust a light breeze was stirCarolina's dangerously exposed northeast, staying offshore Hatteras Island on the Outer ring and there wasn't a cloud in
Outer Banks took advantage of while making its way up the Banks. Dare County spokes- the sky along the Outer Banks
the typical picture-perfect day Eastern Seaboard. But forecast- woman Dorothy Toolan said - a ribbon of barrier islands a
just before a hurricane arrives to ers said it could move in closer. there was no official notification dozen miles or more off the
pack their cars and flee inland. perhaps coming ashore in North of the evacuation order, and mainland. connected to the rest
cutting short their summer just Carolina, crossing New York's many residents didn't appear of the world by. a couple of
before Labor Day weekend.
Long Island and passing over worried.
bridges and a ferry. Along the
The governors of North the Boston metropolitan area
Nancy Scarborough, who lone highway, hundreds of cars
Carolina, Virginia and Maryland and Cape Cod.
manages the Hatteras Cabanas. backed up at one of the bridges.
declared states of emergency..
That could make the differ- said locals are ready to help
Brittany Grippaldi and her
sea turtle nests on one beach ence between modestly wet and each other arid ride out a hurri- family took advantage of the
were scooped up and moved to blustery. weather on the one cane, even if they are cut off good weather to pack up their
safety, and the crew of the hand, and dangerous storm from the mainland for days.
Ford Explorer in Hatteras and
Navy's USS Cole rushed to get surge. heavy rain and hurricane"I worry about not being able head home to New Jersey.
home to Norfolk. Va.. on force winds on the other.
to get back here"' she said. "I'd
-It's sad because reality hasWednesday ahead of the bad
"Everyone is poised and rather be stuck on this side than n't really set in because it is so
weather. The destroyer was sup- ready' to pull the trigger if Earl that side...
beautiful out. It's like. 'Oh. i
posed to return later this week turns west. but our hope is that
About 5.006 tourists were don't vvant to leave this.' but it's
from a seven-month assignment this thing goes out to sea and ordered to leave Ocracoke like the calm before the storm "
fighting piracy off Somalia.
we're all golfing this weekend." Island to the south. arid officials said Gnppaldi.

Faster, cheaper way to get income tax refunds
WASHINGTON (AP)- A
new Treasury Department program to give people without
bank accounts faster access to
their tax refunds wall help some
avoid costly short-terni loans.
But careless consumers could
end up racking up fees and
padding bank profits.
The pilot program using
debit cards has two goals: steering Antericans toward lowercost ways of getting their
refunds quickly, and saving the
government the cost of printing
and mailing checks and other
overhead expenses.
"It's part of a broader set of
initiatives ... to move toward the
all-electronic Treasury.- said
Michael Barr. Treasury's assistant secretary for financial institutions. He said taxpayer savings are "a factor" in the move.
but that Treasury sees tax time
as an moment to encourage the
use of lower-cost banking products.
Starting next year. the pilot
tax account program will he
offered to
era htinthed thou-

sand Americans. Treasury will
offer several different kinds of
cards and study which are most
effective. Eventually. the program couid be expanded to
reach the 9 million American
households that don't have bank
accounts.
For consumers. the debit
cards will be virtually identical
to checking accounts. though
there won't be any checks. They
will be insured like bank
deposits and will shield consumers from having to pay for
fraudulent purchases when cards
are lost or stolen. In some cases,
the cards will store other income
and offer bill-paying services.
The cards' biggest advantage
over paper checks is speed.
People without bank accounts
are more likely to borrow
against their tax refunds and pay
steep fees. That's because the
checks can take six weeks to
arrive -- far longer than the
eight to 15 days it takes to have
your refund deposited in a bank
account. Many people need the
di. loans because they live pay. -

Kopperud Realty's
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check to paycheck. Tax refunds
often are their biggest cash infusion of the year. Many are willing to give up a big chunk just to
access the money' early.
Not everyone with a card will
pay less, consumer advocates
warn. Users may rack up fees
they don't understand, whittling
down a key source of income.
"Whether they're good or
bad depends on how much they
cost and what kinds of protections come with them," said Chi
Chi Wu. an attorney with the
National Consumer Law Center.
She said cards such as the Direct

'
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Investments Since T854
Doo Jones Ind. Mg.....10273.63 + 4.16
Air Products
74.86 + 0.11
7C0.71 +11.42
Apple
AT&T. Inc
27_16 + 0.01
23.02 - 9.01
Bank America
13.18 - 0.03
Brigg, & Stratton
18.91 - 0.14
Bristol Ms erx Squibb
26.37 - 0.04
Caterpillar
68.10 - 0.06
Chet ran lexaco Corp 76.76 - 0.01
Daimler Chrysler
;2.78 + 1.19
Dean Foods
10.69 + 0.07
Exxon-Aloha
60.51 - 0.40
Ford Motor
11.67 + 0.06
General Electric
15.08 + 0.07
GlaxoSmithKlint ADR _18.83+ 0.05
Goodrich
71_53 - 0.02
Goodsear lire & Huhber
+

44 Washington Drive
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Hopi'ed Bank*
1B
.......1211.15 + 0.38
Intel
18.21 + 0.07
Kroger
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Mattel
21.28 + 0.06
McDonald.%
74.89 + 0.35
Merck
-35.58 • 0.04
Mammal
23 80 - 0.10
1.1.. Penne, ............_...--21.42 + 0.67
Pepoico, Inc
65.16 + 0.27
Mier. Inc
16 14 + 0.06
Regions Financial
6.82 • 0.03
Sears Holding Corp
65.43 + 0.90
"rime arner .
30.99 + 0.23
IIS Bancorp
-21.83 + 0.02
ViellPiiint Inc
51.05 + 0.17
al'Alart
;1.40 + 0.19

HILLIARD LYONS

SPACIOUS FLOORPLAN! Lovely 3 bedroom, 2 bath
home just minutes from town. Property features include
split bedroom floorplan, neutral paint colors, stainless steel
appliances. sunroom. custom landscaping. and spacious
at S155,000. MLS #56566
yard. Pi!,

711 Main St.

Express cards used to deliver
social security payments offer
relatively low fees and good
protections.
Treasury is still negotiating
ttte fees for the tax. refund cards.
Officials would not name the
bank that is close to secunng the
contract. Wu pointed to another
problem: The cards aren't regulated exactly like bank accounts.
For example, users aren't guaranteed a free, pnnted monthly
statement. That could pose problems for the elderly and others
who are less likely to bank
online.

Fnancial Consultants Il-RE
Ron Arant I Heath Scott
Cowt Square Murray. KY 42071
270 753'3366 I 800 444 1854
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Leisure craft camp
draws crafters to Land
Between the Lakes
Special to the Ledger
Crafters trom all mei. are
converging to craft during
Leisure Craft Camp at Brandon
Springs Group Camp in the
Land Between the Lakes recreational area. September 17-19.
Crafters have come from
Kentucky, Tennessee, Alabama.
Indiana, Illinois. Missouri,
Michigan. Maryland, Arizona
and Oklahoma in previous
years, arid this year protnises to
be no different.
Fifteen instructors will pros ide assistance in various areas
of crafting. Jan Featherstone
will instruct basket weaving;
Michelle Hinson wilt assist
crafters in embellishing gourds
for decorative accents; Abby
Batha will offer scrapbooking
crafts; Rozann Wilkins will help
crafters knit and crochet; Judy
Mason will instruct watercolor
and the making of clay. ornaments; David Mason will offer
stained-glass mosaic, polymerclay beads, and a snowman;
Sherry Prentice will help
crafters
make
decorative
accents; Yvonne Miller will lead
crafters in painting a bam landscape, quilting a heart block,
making a pinecone egg ornament, a Christmas tree ornament. and a spool ornament;
Beverly Barnett will show
crafters how to use scrap fabric
strips to hook a hot pad or a rug,
how to make a pin cushion. or to
make Prairie Star ornaments;
Donna Coker
help crafters
make a straw wreath. eyeglass
holder, matted picture perfect

memories. a terra-cotta toy soldier, or a terra-cotta cow: Pat
Determann teaches ceramics;
Janet Kirk will teach how to
make various crafts, including
the old favorite sock monkey;
Bessie Bain will teach pen and
ink. oil and acrylic painting;
Judy Robinson will help crafters
make a rustic cheeked ceiling
tile. a painted vintage blue jar,
or a wine-bottle light; and Sheri
Johnson will help crafters in creating beautiful jewelry and
beaded accessories.
Campers must be 18 or older
to attend. The camp is limited to
80 overnight campers and 35
Saturday-only
campers.
Ovemight campers pay $85 to
register for camp. The fee
includes two nights lodging and
six
meals.
Saturday-only
campers pay a $20 registration
fee, which covers instructions
and lunch. The fees for individual crafts are extra and range
from $2 to $25 for a major craft.
The Leisure Craft Camp was
organized in September 1976.
The camp involves a volunteer
Board of Directors, 12 members
who meet four times each year
to plan, secure instructors, and
run the camp. Accommodations
are on a first-come. first-served
basis with a waiting list for any
others who want to attend.
Anyone interested in attending
camp can print a registration letter and form from the camp's
website
at
sites.google.com/site/leisurecraftcamp.

nnniuersary

Four Rivers Music Friends to meet
The Four Rivers Music Friends will meet this Sunday in the
Calloway County Public Library Annex. Anyone interested in teaming to play or enjoys listening to music is invited to attend. For more
information, call Vel Burkeen at 753-6979.

Glory Bound Entertainment Friday
Glory Bound Christian Entertainment Ministry will meet Friday.
Sept. 3. from 7-9 p.m. at Goshen United Methodist Church Family
Fellowship Center, Ky. 121 North at Ky. 299,at Stella. Featured will
be Roxanne Kaler,from Calvery Baptist Church in Draffenville; and
Amanda Sims Groves from University Church of Christ in Murray.
The public is invited. For more information, call Joe Lawrence at
753-5643, Renee Taylor at 753-2124 or Pat Lea at 761-2666.

Grogan family reunion to be held
The annual Grogan Family Reunion will be held Sunday. Sept. 5,
at the University Church of Christ Fellowship Hall on the lower
level of the church. A potluck meal wiil be served around 1 p.m. For
more information, call Charlie Grogan at 759-3159 or Donna
Grogan Herndon at 293-8780.

LBL to host Summer Finale
Residents are invited to join Land Betv.Ten the Lakes as they conclude the summer with programs focused on forests. Meet Smokey
Bear, join staff-led canoe trips, enjoy a watermelon seed-spitting
contest, and witness up-close encounters with the Nature Station's
animals. Events scheduled for Friday, Sept. 3 through Monday,
Sept. 6. For a complete schedule, visit www.lbLorg/CALGate.asp.

Dr. and Mrs. Paul Lyons
Dr. and Mrs. Paul and Betty Lyons of Murray observed their 60th
wedding anniversary with their family and friends while attending
the wedding of their grandson in Jackson, 'vfiss. on Aug. 28.
They were married on Aug. 27, 1950, at Pleasant Grove Baptist
Church in Hopkins County, with the Rev. Porter Cole officiating.
Their attendants were Martha Townsend and Richard Lyons.
Mrs. Lyons was a substitute teacher in both the Calloway County
and Murray City Schools for many years. She retired from Calloway
County Middle School in 1992.
Dr. Lyons retired in 1982 from Murray State University where he
was chairman of Industrial Education. He then founded and has
operated Industrial Training Services since that time.
They are the parents of four children, Gail Lyons Eveland, Paula
Lyons Price. David Lyons and Robert Lyons. They have 11 grandchildren and six great-grandchildren.

p.m. at Westside Baptist Church,
Special to the Ledger
207 Robertson Rd, Murray.
The Murray State University
Shelly Ragan will be the speakRegional
Business
and
er. She will share her personal
Innovation Center (RB1C) will
views on prison ministry as it
host "Geeks Night Out" for the
touches lives. Ragan is legal
Professional Organization of
assistant to Circuit Judge
Network
Information and
Dennis Foust. She works with
Technology (P.O.I.N.T.) on
Drug Court and volunteers with
Tuesday, Sept. 14. The meeting
Voices for Substance Abuse
will take place at the Pennyrile
Recovery(V-STAR).
Area Development District
In a recent NBSG meeting,
Office in Hopkinsville in the
Det. Tye Jackson was the
boardroom from 5:30-7 p.m.
keynote
speaker. Jackson
P.O.I.N.T. was created in
Crisis
explained
the
2009 by the RBIC to allow proIntervention Training (CIT)
fessionals in technology-based
Program for law enforcement
fields and anyone interested in
collaborative
officers. CIT is a
technology to interact. share
effort between law enforcement
new information and learn from
and the mental health communi- Shelly Ragan
each other.
ty to help law. enforcement offi- and a member of the West KY
Dr. Michael Bowman. assocers handle incidents involving CIT Board of Advisors.
The public is invited to
mentally ill people. The training
focuses on providing practical attend for a catered meal at 6:30
techniques for de-escalating p.m. and Ragan's presentation at
crises. Jackson works for the 7 p.m. Convenient parking is in
Pennyrile Narcotics Task Force. the rear of the building. For
Regional tourism organizaHe is a K9 Supervisor/Chief more information or a ride, call
Western
Trainer; CIT Officer and Chief Ron or Linda Wright at (270) tion, Kentucky's
of Hostage Negotiation Team; 753-0156.
Waterland, will hold its 35th
Annual Arts & Crafts Festival in
"
f
'71r—
Grand Rivers on Saturday, Sept.
4, through Monday, Sept. 6.
Items being sold include floral
arrangements, baskets, outdoor
lawn furniture. paintings, honey,
soaps, lotions, jewelry, woodwork, holiday decorations. pottery.. candles. gourds. stained
glass, bird houses. rocking
& Cift:
chairs. rocking horses. weather
HWY.641 N. • MURRAY
InOnt.
753-1725 — 1-800-472-8852
www.rollingh.com

ciate professor of telecommunications systems management at
Murray State University, will
speak at the event. His lecture is
"What's
Next?
Mining
Technology Trends from the
Internet's Unstructured Data."
The speech will address predictions for the "next big thing" in
information technology, along
with a project to uncover them.
There is no cost to attend the
meeting; however, a business
card or contact information will
be requested upon arrival. To
register, contact Beth Ward at
lward10@ murraystate.edu or
call the Regional Business and
Innovation Center office at
(270)809-6074.

KWW hosts 35th arts and crafts
festival at Grand Rivers
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Fall Is For Planting
*Chrysanthemums
*Sub Zero Pansies
*Trees & Shrubs

Buy 3 Mums
Get 1 FREE
Now thru Sat., Sept. 4 }
Xeftecif Cei‘ti/a/f/ap.reeyll,e,-41-"
Open Mon.-Sat. 9-5
Closed Labor Day!

www.n
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Ragan will speak at New
Beginnings Support Group Murray State University
New
Beginnings
The
Support Group (NBSG) will
hosts "Geeks Night Out"
meet Saturday, Sept. 4. at 6:30

1//

e-mail: communitynews@murrayledger.com
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vanes and a wide selection of
great food. The festival takes
place at the Little Lake Park in
Grand Rivers, near 1-24. Exit
31. Hours are 9 a.m. to dusk on
Saturday, 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. on
Sunday. and 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. on
Monday. The cost is $1 per
walk-in or $3 per car. For more
information, contact Kentucky's
Western Waterland at I (8(10)
448-1069 or (270)928-4411, or
visit the website at wwwkentuckylakebarkley.travel.
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LBL to host storytelling festival
Land Betw.een the Lakes will host 1850's County Fair and
Storytelling Festival on Saturday, Sept. 4 and Sunday, Sept. 5 from
10 a.m. to 4 p.m. Enjoy agricultural exhibits, contests of strength
arid skill, historic trades's people at work. a farrner's market and
more. This is an ideal event for home educators. Lawn chairs are
welcome. $3 children/$5 adults. For more information, call (931)
232-6457.

American Red Cross host blood drive
The American Red Cross is giving away a 2011 Ford Fiesta and a
$100 gasoline card. All donors are eligible to win. Donate Tuesday,
Sept. 7,from 11 a.m. to 4 p.m. at St. John's Episcopal Church, 1620
W. Main St., Murray.

CASA to hold banquet
Court Appointed Special Advocates (CASA) of Calloway and
Marshall counties will host annual fundraiser on Sept. 7, at 6 p.m.
at Murray State University's Curris Center Ballroom. Special speaker will be Justice Bill Cunningham. Everyone is invited to attend
and individual ticket sales are available at the cost of $25 dollars a
ticket. CASA also asks for company/corporate support by sponsoring a table at the cost of $250 dollars, which includes 10 tickets as
well as recognition. Individuals can reserve their tickets at the
Murray CASA office or at any CFSB bank location. For more information, contact CASA at(270) 761-0164.

Pageant to be held in Hazel
Mr. and Mrs. Hazel Celebration Pagetun will be held Saturday,
Sept. 25, at 7 p.m. at Hazel Baptist Church Family Life Center. The
theme is Western and the pageant is open to girls, ages 0-14 years,
and boys, ages 0-35 months. There is also a photogenic contest at $5
per photo. For more information, contact Michelle Sharp at (270)
293-6264.

Bank plans cruise
The Murray Bank Good Life is planning a Caribbean and Panama
Cruise. Space is limited in each state room category and early registration is recommended. For more information, contact Brenda
Sykes at 767-3338 or e-mail bsykes@themurraybank.com.

Local AA lists its present schedule
Murray Alcoholics Anonymous holds meetings at 615 South 12th
St., in the Southside Shopping Center behind Regions Branch Bank.
The regular schedule is as follows: Sunday,8 p.m., closed,smoking,
I2x I 2 study; Monday. 8 p.m. open, smoking; Tuesday, 8 p.m.
closed, no smoking; Wednesday, 11 a.m. closed, no smoking, 6
p.m., closed, ladies meeting, smoking, 8 p.m., open, smoking;
Thursday, 8 p.m. closed, smoking, big book tneeting; Friday, 12
noon, open, no smoking, lunchtime meeting, 8 p.m. open, smoking.
New comers; Saturday, 10 a.m., open, no-smoking,8 p.m. open, nosmoking, speaker meeting; last Saturday. in the month at 8 p.m.
"Eat-n-Meet" potluck. Closed meetings are for people who think
they have a problem with alcohol and want to give it up. Open meetings are for anyone who wants to attend an AA meeting. For information, call Mitch at 753-9320. or Kathy at 270-493-1227, or
Chuck at 436-2552.

Program is
being offered

0Actor
Cypress Springs
Restaurant
"Overlooking Beautiful Kentucky Lake"
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ha6oe -Day!

Open Labor Day 8 a.m. to 8 p.m.
NEW HOURS BEGINNING SEPTEMBER 7th
Friday, Saturday & Sunday 8 a.m.-8 p.m.
Serving Breakfast, Lunch & Dinner
Motel•Pontoon and Jeteld Rentals
270-436-5496
Located Approx 15 miles South of Murray off HWY 121
Still Owned & Operated by the Williams Family

The American Cancer Society
has a free. transportation assistance program operating in
Calloway County so cancer
patients won't have to worry
about how to get to and from
their needed tre.atments. It is
called "Road to Recovery" in
which trained volunteer drivers
will take cancer patients to and
from their life-saving treatments.
To request assistance or information on how to volunteer to
be a driver, call the American
Cancer Society 24-hour information line at 1(800) 227-2345.
For additional information on
Road to Recovery. visit
cancer.org.
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Playhouse in the Park
holds auditions for 'To
Kill A Mockingbird'
Monday arid Tuesday
Special to the Ledger
Playhouse in the Park continues its "Season of
Tradition" by announcing auditions for Harper
Lee's classic -To Kill a Mockingbird," to be presented Oct. 29 through Nov. 7. Auditions will be
held on Monday and Tuesday, Sept.6 and 7, at 6
p.m. at the theatre.
Harper Lee has described the novel, which is
celebrating its 50th anniversary in 2010, as "a love
story. pure and simple - love for the South, a
father's love for his children. and their love for
him." Told through the eyes of young Scout Finch,
this is a story about dignity. tolerance. and the difficulties of growing up in a rural community in

Alabama during the Depression.
The following roles are available: tine young
girl, age 9-12; two young boys, age 10 to 14; five
females, with roles from 18 to 60 years of age:
eight men, with roles from 20 to 70 years of age.
There are also roles for several "extras". Some of
the roles are specifically for African-American
actors. According to Don Fleming, the show's
director, those interested in auditioning will be
asked to read from the show's script: therefore,
actors are not required to prepare a piece. No previous acting experience is necessary.
For further information, please contact Lisa
Cope at Playhouse in the Park. 759-1752.

Murray Art Guild announces
its fall Workshop Schedule
Special to the Ledgetr
The Murray Art Guild is
offering a full schedule of workshops for youth and adults
beginning mid-September. The
studios are open to anyone interested with no previous experience required. Reid Parish is
teaching Youth Clay- Hand
Building where Participants will
explore the medium of clay
through a variety of hand building techniques. The first sessions will focus on creating the
pieces and the last sessions will
be set aside for glazing. All
clays and glazes are non-toxic.
Course fee includes clay, the use
of classroom tools, glazes and
firing.
Guild Director Debi Henry
Danielson is teaching MAG Jrs
- After School Studio. for elementary and middle school students. Danielson uses artists and
their artwork as a starting point
for this studio. Participiuns learn
about various artists and art
movements as they create their
own work. Emphasis is on arts
awareness and self-expression

through painting and drawing.
Danielson acts as teacher and
coordinator for Very Special Art
arts of Kentucky's Side-by-Side
program. For the fourth year
VSA arts of Kentuckyr, Murray
State University and the Murray
Art Guild partner to offer Side
by Side a 6-week studio for students with disabilities designed
to make available creative
opportunities and reinforce the
value of arts education. After
completing the studios students
are partnered with local artist to
work collaboratively on a piece.
The program culminates with an
exhibition of student work, artist
work and collaborative work.
Rounding out the youth studios is /vIessy Friday taught by
Barb Kilby and designed for
pre-school students and an
adult. Barb will work with these
young artists and their adult
partners in a variety of materials
and techniques with developing
motor skills in age appropriate
projects. The emphasis is on
process as students are given
materials and supplies to
explore and build on their cre-

Arts in the Region
• Murray State University's
Cinema International film senes
presents the German Oscarnominated movie, "The White
Ribbon," directed by Michael
Haneke ("Cache," "Funny
Games,' "The Piano Teacher")
Thursday through Saturday at
7:30 p.m.

• Maiden Alley Cinema in
downtown Paducah presents
"Cyrus," starring John C. Reilly,
Marissa Tomei, and Jonah Hill
Friday, Saturday and Sunday.
For details and show times, visit
www.maidenalleycinema.org.

• The Homeplace at Land
Between the Lakes presents an
Fair
and
County
1850s
Storytelling Festival from 10 a.m.
to 4 p.m. Saturday and Sunday
and the LBL Summer Finale will
be Friday through Sunday at the
Woodland Nature Station. For
details or to reserve a spot on
the Sunset Canoe Trip, call (270)

• The Jackson Purchase
Friends of Bluegrass presents its
free monthly Bluegrass Night
Friday at Draffenville's Kentucky
Opry. Jam sessions begin at
6:30 p.m. in the lobby and the
show is at 7:30 p.m. Wayne
Jerrolds, champion fiddler, will
play with guests at 8 p.m.
Saturday. and at 10:30 a.m.

924-2020

Special to the Ledger
PADUCAH. Ky.. -- Paducah's Maiden Alley
Cinema and the Yeiser Art Center will present a
fundraiser. "Coffee, Dessert & Music." on
Thursday, Sept.9 with music from Murray's Todd
Hill. Coffee anti dessert will be served at 6 p.m. at
the Maiden Alley Cinema and live music will
begin at 7 p.m.
Hill will play solo piano for the event. Hill has
been entertaining listeners and dancers throughout
the south for 24 years with the Todd Hill
Orchestra. The Orchestra has played at venues
from the Mississippi Casinos, to Memphis'
famous Peabody Hotel. the Hotel Irvin Cobb in
Paducah, in Louisville. Nashville. Cincinnati and
seemingly endless points in between.
The Todd Hill Orchestra presents the absolute
best music of the Swing Era with original arrangements of the great bands such as Glenn Miller,

Duke Ellington, Comet Basle and Benny
Goodman. along vs ith inore modern interpretations of standards from the great American "songbook." and the contrasting swinging and romantic
vocals by the leader. Four of his present musicians
studied jazz playing under Hill's tutelage at
Murray State University. The majority of the
musicians are also full-time teachers and professors of music and church musicians as well. Hill
credits the band's longevity to their dedicated professionalism and deep friendships. The Todd Hill
Quartet is more suited to smaller. more intimate
environments and small private parties. The
Quartet consists of Todd (piano and vocals),
Derek (reeds and vocals), Joe T.(string bass) and
John (drums).
Anyone planning to attend the event is asked to
RSVP to landee@maidenalleycinema.org.

'Change'looks at ups and downs of romance

• The Janice Mason Art
fvluseum in Cadiz presents "Art
Tells a
Story," featuring
Mayfield's Helen LaFrance and
Willie
Cerulean's
Rascoe,
through Oct. 10. Museum hours
are Tuesday through Friday from
10 a.m. to 4 p.m. and Sundays
from 1-4 p.m.
To add an event to the arts
calendar. contact Hawkins
753-1916 Of
Teague
at
hteaguegmurrayledgercom.
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MINERAL WELLS
PACKAGE STORE
Cana

Murray's Hill to play fundraiser

ative expression. Projects will
include some painting, drawing,
collage as well as 3D techniques.
In addition to on going art
opportunities for adults in Plein
Air Painting, Life Drawing. Oil
Painting and Weaving. the Guild
is offering two sessions of Clay:
Home & Garden Class. Reid
Parish is offertng both a day and
an evening class where participants will learn how to use a
variety. of hand-building tech- Special to the Ledger
PADUCAH, Ky. - Hay ing
niques to create items that can
be used for the home or garden. run for over 5.000 performances
Demonstrations and discussions Off-Broadway and performed
on form will take place early in literally around the world, the
the class and surface embellish- musical comedy "I Love You,
ment and firing in the last part of You're Perfect, Now Change"
the class. Course fee includes 25 opens Market House Theatre's
lbs of clay, the use of classroom 47th season. From the first date,
to the first fight, to the wedding,
tools, glazes and firing.
For additional information to kids, and the funeral, the
and registration contact the show is packed with humorous
Guild at 753-4059 or go to mur- (but true) tidbits. along with
rayartguild.org. The Kentucky several touching moments(as is
Arts Council. the state arts true in any• relationship).
"Change." with book anti
agency, supports the Murray Art
Guild with state dollars and fed- lyrics by Joe DiPietro and music
eral funding from the National
by Jimmy Roberts, premiered at
Endowment for the Ans.
New Jersey's American Stage
Company in 1995. In the middle
of an early performance, a
woman blurted out. "This is my
each Sunday, they also host
Kentucky Lake Cowboy Church.
For tickets to the shows. call
(270) 527-3869 or 1-888-4598704.

Stock Up Your Labor Day
Party Supplies Today!

Matioav!

Photo provide('

Todd Hill (pictured) will play piano at a Sept. 9 fundraiser at Paducah's Maiden Alley Cinema

908 Mineral Wells Ave. • Paris, TN
731-642-7788

life!"
The show is "Everything you
have ever secretly thought about
dating. romance, marriage,
lovers, husbands. wives and inlaws, but were afraid to admit,"
according to the play's tagline.
Enjoy relationship songs such as
"Single
Man
Drought."
"Always a Bridesmaid." "On
the Highway of Love." and
"Marriage Tango."
A veteran cast of regional
performers
from
western
Kentucky imd Southern Illinois
return for this opening production. Fowler Black. Audra Hall,
Al Knudsen. Melanie Koch,
Victoria Parrish, Scott Salchli,
Chris Schnarr, and Scytha
Towneley Williams. Patt Lynch
is the musical director, Denise

Bristol
is
the
assistant
director/stage manager and
Michael Cochran is the director
and scenic/lighting designer of
this. production.
The • play runs Thursday.
through' Saturday at 7:30 p.m.
and at 2:30 p.m. Sundays, Sept.
2-5. 9-12, and 16-19. There will
be one Saturday' matinee on
Sept. 1. Tickets are available at
the box office (444-6828)at 132
Market House Square Tues.
through Fri. from noon to 5:(X1
p.m.. or online at www.mhtplay.com.
This show is recommended
for ages 15 and older for adult
situations that are not appropriate for children. Parental discretion is advised.

GET PINK

EASY MONEY WHEN YOU
INSULATE, NOW!
ig Save up to 40% on Energy Bill
12r. Get a 30% Federal Tax Credit up to $1,500
a 30% State of Kentucky Tax Credit
Ego. Get
up to $100
Er Get a 50% TVA Rebate up to $500
(must meet req uirements)
Get a 10% Servall Discount
Er Free No Obiigation Estimate
WS win/win.
Fiberglass and Cellulose Available
BkINC, rO,JR
TAJ( CREDIT

CALL SERVALL INSULATION

HOME

270.753.6433
1.800.264.1433
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WEEK 2
SCOREI30ARD
Calloway Co. vs.
Greenwood (at Trigg)
Fulton City at
Murray
Hopkins‘,111e at
Trigg Co.

e-mail: sportsCamurrayledger.com
TITANS FOOTBALI

CALLOWAY COUNTY VS GREENWOOD
FRIDAY III 5 P.M.•PERDUE FIELD (TRIGG COUNTY)

Improving ground
CALLOWAY LOOKS TO
BUILD MOMENTUM
AGAINST 6A GATORS

Heath at
Ballard Memorial
Hopkins Co. Central at
Caldwell Co.
Massac Co. (III.) at
Fulton Co.
Lone Oak at
Marshall Co.
Paducah Tilghman at
Mayfield
Graves Co at
Muhlenberg Co.
Todd Co Central at
Reidland
Franklin-Simpson at
Bowling Green
Henderson Co. at
Christian Co.
Ohio Co. at
Daviess Co.
Pearl-Cohn (Tenn.) at
Fort Campbell
Alien Co. Scottsville
at McLean Co.
Owensboro at
Owensboro Catholic
Madisonville-N. Hop.
at Union Co.

out of Class 6A — as part of the Wildcat Chevrolet

See LAKERS. 9A

Owensboro Apollo at
Warren Central

TITANS RB WANTS
TO RUSH FOR
2,500 vARns

By RICKY MARTIN
Assistant Sports Editor
Calloway County head coach Josh McKee! said
prior to last Friday's showdown with crosstown
rival Murray, he knew what type of football team he
had.
Now everyone
Friday
knows.
Calloway Co. vs.
The Lakers (0- Greenwood lat Trigg Co.)
2) committed six When: 5 p
turnovers while Where. PAO., Fleio 1. C.,,y111
still taking the No. Ra6a: 4vAAJ, 39 7 FM
Records. Calloway Co 0 2
4 team in Class 4Ai
Greenwood 2-0 (0-0 2-64‘)
2A down to the Keys to the gams: The schedule lust
wire,
with doesn get any easier for Cattoway
Greenw000 brings a multi-faceled
Calloway having offense
to the table and will challenge
an opportunity to the Lakers both through the air and on
tie or win the the ground. Calloway's defense will
need to be alert at all times The
game in the clos- Lakers
should have an advantage in
ing seconds.
Ihe Naomi teams department.
Unfortunately
for Calloway and McKeel, they could not put the
ball in the end zone on the final posession, but what
they were able to do — compete and play with heart
— may benefit them better in the long run.
"I think there is a sense of confidence and a sense
of pride in the way that we competed." McKee!
said. "Obviously, we don't believe in moral victories and contentment for losers, but I think we will
reap the benefits of playing the way we did against
Murray. The guys understood that they played a
very good football team very close despite the
turnovers, and we do have a great feeling about how
we played despite the loss."
For McKee] and his young squad, the next
opportunity to claim more than a moral victory will
come this Friday. night when the Lakers travel to
Trigg County _to face Greenwood — a dangerous
team with a balanced offense and stifling defense
Bowl.
Greenwood (2-01 enters Friday night's game
with the Lakers having scored 82 points over their
first two games while allowing only seven — a margin that ranks first in the state in 6A.
McKeel knows that a quick start will be key for
the Lakers with Greenwood scoring on its first six
possessions last Friday night in a 45-0 rout of Logan
County.

Johnson
wants
MVP,
more NFL
history

RICKY MARTIN / Ledger 8 Times

Freshman running back Zack Powell receives a handoff from sophomore quarterback Tyler Greer last Friday night at Roy Stewart Stadium.
Calloway looks for their first win of the season Friday against
Greenwood.

By TERESA M. WALKER
AP Sports Writer
NASHVILLE.Tenn.(AP)
The ink starts at Chris Johnson's
neck. with wings tattooed just
above his collarbone, reminding
the world that he is the NEL's
niost recent member of the very
rare club of 2.000-yard rtishe..
The Tennessee running baL
also has "Cause IM A Star"
perched just above a red star in
the middle of his chest.
Dream big. then run faster
than anyone else in the NFL.
johnson used that combination to rush his way to NFL
Offensive Player of the Year in
2009, becoming only the sixth
man in league history to run for
at least 2.000 yards. He's back
for his third season with goals
set even higher than a year ago:
Run right past Eric Dickerson's
NFL rushing record of 2,105
yards all the way to 2.500.
That would make him the
first ever to run for 2(X)0 yards
twice in a career with the added
twist of doing it back-to-back.
Dickerson didn't do it. Netther
did Barry Sanders. Jarnal Lewis.
0.1. Simpson or Terrell Davis.
Johnson calls it his chip on
his shoulder.
"It gives me something to
look forward to. People might
be like, 'Oh you run for 2,000
yards so he's content or whatever like that.• I haven't broken the
record, so I still have something
on my shoulder and something
to work hard for," Johnson said.
Being voted the Offensive
Player of the Year? Nice. but
NIVP is his target again. If he
II See JOHNSON,9A

FULTON CITY AT MURRAY
FRIDAY•730 P.M.•TY HOLLAND STADIUM

2010 DISTRICT
STANDINGS
CLASS 1 4, DISTRICT 1
Crittenden Co
Mayfield
Bal!ard Mem
Fulton City
Fulton Co.

0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0

2-0
2-0
0-2
0-2
0-2

Off on the right foot
MURRAY LOOKING FOR
3-0 START AGAINST

CLASS 2A, DISTRICT 1
Murray
Caldwell Co
Heath
Reidland
Trigg Co

0-0
0-0
0-0
C-0
0-0

2-0
1-0
0-1
0-1
0-2

BULLDOGS

CLASS 2A, DISTRICT 2
O'boro Cath.
Todd Co. Cent.
Hancock Co.
Fort Campbell

0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0

2-0
2-0
1-1
0-2

CLASS 3A, DISTRICT 1
Pad Tilghman
Union Co
Webster Co.
McLean Co

0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0

1-1
1-1
1-1
0-2

CLASS 4A, DISTRICT 1
Lone Oak
0-0
Hopkins Cent. 0-0
Calloway Co. 0-0

2-0
0-2
0-2

CLASS 4A, DISTRICT 2
Allen Co.-Scot. 0-0
Russell Co.
0-0
Franklin-Simp. 0-0
0-0
Logan Co.
Warren East
0-0

1-0
1-0
1-1
0-2
0-2

CIASS 6A, DIsmiCr 1
O'boro Apollo 1-0
Henderson Co. 0-0
Graves Co.
0-0
0-0
Daviess Co.
Marshall Co. 0-0
Muhlenberg Co.0-1

1-1
1-1
0-1
0-1
0-2
0-2

RICKY MARTIN / Ledger 8 Times

Junior Bob Fields celebrates a Murray touchdown Friday night against Calloway County
at Roy Stewart Stadium. Fields had an interception in the 28-21 victory. Murray hosts
Fulton City in their home opener Friday night at Ty Holland Stadium. The Tigers are 2-0 on
the season.

By RICKY MARTIN
Assistant Sports Editor
• Anyone who watched Murray High in the first three guano N
of last Friday's Crosstown Classic against Calloway County certainly wouldn't accuse the Tigers of peaking yet this season.
And for head coach Steve Duncan, that's just fine.
"We want to improve every
week," Duncan said. "If we
Friday
think where we are in the
Fulton City at Murray
fourth gaine of the season is When: 7 30 p m
doing everything we are going Where: Ty Holland Stadium
to be able to do, then we aren•t TV: MES Ch 15
Radio: WFGS. 103 7 FM
going to do very much. Our Records: Murray 2-0 10-0 1-2A)
philosophy from the very. Fulton City 0-2 (0-0. 1-1A)
beginning is we want to Keys to the game rr,r,, 1,qht
a three-week
improve every week. We overmatched CI
improved against Calloway in Murray The challenge liunng th,, per,
some areas, and in some we od for the Tigers is not to get complacent and find ways to improve The
didn't, but we have to know Tigers want to move the ball offensively
that it's all about getting bet- from the get-gc against the Bulldogs
atler being shut down by Calloway
ter."
County last week in the first half
The Tigers did gain more
yards in their contest against
Calloway than they did in the season opener against
Madisonville, and also put 21 more points on the board, but the
'Tigers had to battle back from a 21-6 fourth quarter deficit to
claim the victory, something they have not had to do much over
the last two seasons.
"We knew it was going to be a battle." Duncan said. "But we
forgot how hard you have to go at the beginning. ...Vve finally
realized we were in a game and we needed to get with it. and we
needed to get after it if we were going to win, and we finally'
played well the fourth quarter. I really am proud of how they
stepped it up when they needed to."
See TIGERS,9A
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Oudin,
Ruddick bow
out of Open
NEW YORK (AP1
One
woman's exit from the U.S.
()pen was janing and sudden.
Another's came off as sad and
not all that surprising.
Victoria
Azarenka
and
Melanie Oudin said goodbye to
Flushing Meadows in starkly'
different manners Wednesday
— Azarenka. a concussion victim collapsing on the overheated
court and Oudin a straight-set
loser to a player who cared little
about the I8-year-old's dreams
of a fairy tale repeat.
All part of an anticlimatic
day that ended with the loss of
the highest-ranked American
man, No. 9 Andy Rtxldick. who
carnet' on a running argument
with a lineswoman over a thirdset foot fault. but couldn't find
the fire to overcome 44thranked Janko Tipsarevic.
Tipsarevic used his big
groundstrokes and 66 winners to
quiet the crowd of nearly 23.000
at Arthur Ashe Stadium in a 3-6,
7-5. 6-3. 7-6(4) win.
"He played very high-risk
and executed for four sets."
Roddick said. "I kept telling
myself, •You know, this has to
have an expiration date on it$
Unfortunately. I needed another
set for that.The Roddick loss was the big
news of the evening session.
To start the day. 10th-seeded
Azarenka, an up-and-coming
21-year-old from Belarus. went
down while trailing 5-1 to
Gisela Dulko on the Grandstand
court, where the temperature
had reached 90 degrees by I 1:30
a.m.
After stopping suddenly
while chasing a ball on the baseline. Azarenka stopped and
crumpled to the ground. "I was
scared," Duni() said of her reaction to seeing her opponent hit
the concrete.
Azarenka was treated like a
victim of heat exhaustion —
covered by a towel, sheltered by
an umbrella, rolled off in a
wheelchair, ice pack on her neck
and a doctor checking her pulse.
Several hours later, she revealed
that she had fallen and hit her
head
during
pre-match
warmups. She was taken to the
hospital and diagnosed with a
mild concussion.
"I was checked by the medical team before I went on court
and they were courtside for
monitoring." Azarenka said in a
statement. "I felt worse as the
match went on, having a
headache arid feeling dizzy. I
also started having trouble seeing and felt weak before I fell."
Though she said her injury
wasn't heat related. this was,
nonetheless. another day when
the weather was on almost
everyone's mind. Temperatures
on the courts reached into the
100s, and tor the second straight
day. tournament officials put
their extreme-weather policy in
effect, giving women the option
of taking a 10-minute break if
they split sets.
-les tough to play out there,"
Dulko said, before she knew it
was a concussion that forced
Azarenka out of the match. "It's
really hot, really humid. You
sweat so much. sometimes it's
impossible to hold the racket."
Heat didn't have as much of
did
an impact on Oudin
nerves during her late-afternoon
match in Arnistrong Stadiutn.
which by that time was covered
in shadows.
Last year, she took the city. by.
storm, showing all that heart and
grit en route to a surprising trip
to the quarterfinals that made
her as big a star at Times Square
as she was on the stadium coon.
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Pence hits 3-run shot, Astros
sweep slumping St. Louis
HOUSTON (AP) - Hunter
Pence hit a three-run homer and
the Houston Astro% completed a
sweep ot St. Louis with a 5-2 victory Wednesday, handing the
slumping Cardinals their fifth
straight defeat.
The fading Cardinals, who
have lost 13 of 16, began the day
seven games behind rust-place
('ineinnati in the NI Central. The
Reds vvere schedukd to host
Milwaukee later.
Nelson Figueroa (4-2) pitched
out of two bases-loaded jaans and
lasted five innings for the win.
Brandon Lyon worked a perfect
ninth for his 11 save in 12
chances. sealing Houston's 14th

victory in 20 game•..
Shut out 3-0 the previous two
nights, St. Louis snapped an i8inning scoreless streak on Matt
Holliday's 24th homer in the first
for a 2-0 lead.
Jeff Suppan( I-7) was activated from the disabled list before
the game and allowed only one
hit until the Astros
in the
fifth.
Brett Wallace drew a leadoff
walk and went to third on Jason
Castro's double. Pinch-hitter
Brian Bogusevic hit a grounder to
first baseman A'..'.)en Pujols, who
threw out Wallace at the plate.
Michael Boum hit a sacrifice fly
and Jeff Keppinger walked before

gaverstock Insurance Agency

Pence's go-ahead homer.
Boum singled in the seventh
to extend his hitting streak to II
games. Fie scored on Carlos Lee's
sacrifice fly.
Figueroa escaped a jam in the
third. when Suppan led off with a
walk and Skip Schumaker singled. Aaron Miles and Pujols
flied out and Figueroa hit
Holliday' with a pitch to load the
bases before Jon Jay grounded
into a force play.
St. Louis loaded the bases
again in the fifth on singles by
Mile,and Jay arid an intentional
walk to Holliday with two outs.
Ex-Astro Pedro Feliz flied out to
end the threat.

•Lakers
From Page 8A
"It's always critical to start
well, especially in a game like
this." he said. "Ftiday night's
kickoff at five o'clock changes
the whole dynamic of the game.
...There are going to be a lot of
things we have to make sure we
are focused on. Greenwood is a
very good football team. and we
are going to have to come out
and execute."
Greenwood runs a variety of
offensive sets, from chtssic run
formations to different variations of the spread offense
behind a two-quarterback system of junior Jeff Witthuhn and
senior B.J. Sweatt
Witthuhn, who starts for the
Gators. is a multi-facuted quarterback with a big body and
strong arm, who also runs.
Witthuhn accounted for three
scores in Greenwood's shutout
of Logan County — two
through the air and one on the
ground.
Once opposing defenses
begin to get acclimated to the
Gators' style of play with
Witthuhn at the helm, first-year
head coach Greg Cavanah
brings in Sweatt — the burner.
Sweatt rushed for 67 yards
against. Logan County, includpg a 31.4-d.lotschilown run.
"
(WI
hn) is vety physical
'it 6-foot-3, 215 pounds."
McKee' said. "And then
(Sweatt) comes in and he can

absolutely. fly, no it definitely
presents some different challenges than in weeks past."
Even with the different
schemes Greenwood
puts
together, McKeel says his team
can handle it, as long as they do
the small things well.
"Greenwood is going to
throw a lot of different looks at
us," McKee! said. "So we have
to make sure that we are lined
up correctly, we adjust properly
to their different sets and make
sure we are in the right position
to make the play."
Defensively, Calloway held
a very potent Murray High run
attack to minimal damage
through the first three quarters
last Friday night and will need
that same amount of defensive
intensity against the Gators.
Greenwood utilizes a 3-3
defensive scheme, in which
they play a majority of the
snaps in man coverage, while
applying pressure from the middle as opposed to defenders
coming off the edge.
The Gators' major struggles
through their first two games
have been one thing Calloway
has a firm grasp on -- solid special teams play.
The Gators missed three
extra-point anempts ancl4
point conversion attempt in
their victory last Friday. White
Laker junior kicker Garrett
Schwettman is a perfect 5-for-5

PATs this season and connected on his only ficld goal
attempt of the year from 32
yards out.
McKeei said though his team
is young. its energy and work
ethic are making his job as head
coach all the more fun.
"I'm excited about getting
them back on the grass."
McKeel said. "This is one of the
most enjoyable years I've had
coaching in a long time. simply
because of the commitment, the
camaraderie and all those things
that make the difference and
allow us to compete. We want
to take all the heart that we
showed (last Friday) and just
get back out on the field and do
it again. It's exciting."
_
2010 LAKER STATS

From Page SA
which features .senior tailback
The Tigers' next chance for Ronde!! Bransford as the priimprovement on their 2-0 mark mary ball carrier.
Occasionally the Bulldogs
coines Friday nigbt its they welcome Fulton City (0-2) into Ty will slip into a shotgun formaHolland Stadium in the home tion, with freshman quarterback
opener. Murray is riding an 18- Mason Garland serving as the
game regular season winning primary ball distributor.
"(Bransford) is
good,"
streak dating back to Sept. 26,
2008, and have only two losses Duncan said. "On the very first
since then, both coming at the drive against Lake County
hands of three-time defending (Tenn.), when everyone was
Class 2A state champion Fort fresh, (Fulton City) drove the
ball right down the field. They
Campbell in the playoffs.
Last year, Fulton City strug- didn't score because of a fumgled to a 2-9 record, including ble, but they had a 40-to-50-yard
an 82-6 loss to Murray early in drive and connected on a couple
the year But Duncan does not of passes. I think they are much
see that same 2-9 team on film better as a team than they were
as he prepares his players for last year."
For Murray, Duncan said his
this year's contest.
"I see an improved team," team is going to do what they
Duncan said. "They have a new always do — run hard and run
coach replacing Wayne Lohaus often. The Tigers accumulated
who had been there for a long 342 rushing yards in the victory
time. ...They look very organ- over Calloway last Friday, and
ized, they look like they are are looking for more this week.
"We are going to try to do
doing things precisely, and they
run their plays well. They are what we usually do," Duncan
getting better each week and said. "We will go there with a
plan of attack, and we think it
adding plays."
Former defensive coordina- will be successful. We try to
tor Brad Rozzell stepped in to look and see what a team will
fill the coaching vacancy for the give us, in terms of how they
line up, and that will determine
Bulldogs.
Fulton City, which has only what we run."
Duncan said he and his team
managed 13 points in their first
two games while allowing 83. always enjoy playing at home.
uses an I-formation offense and the record would indicate

why — Murray is 14-1 in their
last 15 games while playing as
the home team.
"This is our first home
game," Duncan said. "And we
are really ready to get out there
and play. We have had just the
greatest fan, community, alumni
and school support and our guys
are just thankful and excited."

Ott

Callowav
Opponents

0 21 17
6 6 14

2 • 40
42 - 68

TEAM STATISTICS
OPP
CCHS
First Downs
27
26
Rushes-Yards
44-102
82-428
Passing Yards
503
224
313-84-7
Comp-An-Int
13-27-2
Total Yards
605
652
Fumbles-Lost
2-1
1-1
Penalties-Yards
10-70
15-102

,

1110,404014 STAMM%
RUS3111110 — Theedwily 14-49 TD, Greer
19-40, P014141119.13. Cowen 2-0
P4S41.10 — Greer 37-83-7 500 3TD.
Cowen 1-1.03 TD.
„Rectinna — Friedrich 18-340 3TD
Thompson 5-76. Starks 9-53 TD
Treachvay 1-17 faith ngton 3-14
Cowen 2-4

•Tigers

INTRODUCING...

HE FENCE & DECK CO.
by
Charles Puckett fllir '

31-333-4847

2010 TIGER STATS
leumw
13 0 0 22 — 35
Opponents 0 14 7 0 — 21
TEAM STATISTICS

MRS
Fest Downs
Rushes-Yards
Passing Yards
Comp-Att-Int
Total Yards
Fumbles-Lost
Penalties-Yards

23
84-423
49
3-9-1
472
3-2
17-114

OPP
29
68-158
373
23-50-7
531
3-3
13-81

11401VSIUM.9tATIITCS
RUSHING — Duncan 24-197 TD, M
Deese 38-187 TD, K. Deese 11-54
Davis 8-17, Fields 3-14.
PAWNG — K. Deese 3-7-0 49 2TD, M
Deese 0-1-0 O. Duncan 0-1-1 0
Recover° — Foster 1-29 TD. M Deese
1-24 TD, Duncan 1-1-4).

Nobody cap protect your AUTO
any better than we can!
211 S. 12th St • Murray. KY • 753-3415

State Auto

SCOREBOARD
A tqle,) Searlie 2
Thursday's Games
Yankee -.
Oakland (Braden 9-9) at N
iSabathia 113-5) 2 05 p m
Foston Mat.sozaka 8-4i at Baltimore
(Bergesen 6-9i. 6 05 p
Detroit (Verlander 14-81 at Minnesota
(S Baker 12-9) 8 10 p m
Cleveland t Tomlin 2-31 at Seattle iFister
4-10i 910 pm

OVC Football
CuMberlart0 at Austin Peay p m
Southeast Missouri at Ball Slate 6 p
Eastern Kentucky a! Missouri State 6
pm
Murray State at Kent Stale 6 p m
KHSAA Sports Scoreboard
Prep Boys Soccer
Thursday
Calloway Co at Mayfieid
Murray at .lacksor Mo oat Cape
Girardeau Mc 5 30 r
Prep Girls Soc...er
Thursday
Marshall Co at Calloway CO 7 ;-.1 ,-1
Prep Volleyball
Thursday
Marshall Co 31 Muria, p

National League
At A Glance
All Times CDT
By The Associated Prass
Eas! Division
W
L Pct GB
78 55 586
Atlanta
Philadelphia
75 58 564
3
Florida
67 65 wan 1.2
New 'York
65 68 489
13
Washington
57 77 42521 t •2
Central Division
W
L Pot GB
Cincinnati
76 55 586
—
St L.OuiS
69 62 527
8
Houston
A2 71 466
16
Milwaukee
62 71 466
16
57 77 42521 1,2
Chicago
Pittsburgh
44 89 3.30
34
West Division
W
L Pct G8
San Dego
76 56 576
—
San Francisco
74 60 552
3
7
Colorado
69 63 523
Los Angeles
68 66 507
9
S5 79 410
Arizona
22
Wednesday's Games
Houston 5, St Louis 2
Chicago Cubs 5. Pittsburgh 3
Philadelphia 5. L A. Dodgers 1
Arizona 5, San Diego 2
Cincinnati 6, Milwaukee 1
Atlanta 4. N Y Mets 1
Flonda 16, Washington 10
San Francisco 2. Colorado 1
Thursday's Games
N Y Mets iJ Santana 10-9) al Atlanta
(T.Hudson 15-5). 6 10 p.m
Philadelphia (Blanton 6-6) at Colorado
(J Chem 7-9). 6 10 p.m

American League
At A Glance
All Times CDT
By The Associated Press
East Division
W
L Pct GB
-New York
a3 50 624
1
Tampa Bay
82 51617
Boston
75 58 564
8
Toronto
14
69 64519
Battimore
49 54 368
34
Central Division
W
L Pct GB
77 56 )79
Minnesota
73 60 549
Chicago
4
•
2
Detroit
65 68 489
Kansas City
56 77 421
Cleveland
51 133 7,98
24
West Division
W
L Pct GB
Texas
75 58 564
—
Oakland
65 67 .192 9 1+2
Los Angelm65 69 48510 1,2
Seattle
52 81 391
23
Wedriesday's Games
Chicago White Sox 6 Cleveland 4
Boston 9, Balttmore 6
N Y Yankees 4, Oakland 3
Tampa Bay 2. Toronto I
Minnesota 2. Detroit 1. 10 innings
Texas 4. Kansas City 3

SportsBriefs
M Murray-Calloway Youth Swim Team (MYST) will hold open tryouts
on Wednesday, Sept. 8 between the hours of 3 p.m. and 5 p.m. at the
Mumay-Calloway County Hospital Wellness Center pool. Children age
5-18 are eligible. Swimmers will be expected to swim the length of the
pool, using any stroke, unassisted. Swimmers shouid use the back pool
entrance and bring swim suit. goggles and a towel. E-mail santiago)ulie94 tzyahoo.corn for more information.

•Johnson
Titans* second game last season
how he planned to live up to his
preseasen boasts of running foi
2.060 yards. He ran for 197
yards on 16 carries against
Houston, a game featuring a 69yard touchdown catch where he
lined up wide left with no
defender nearby so he waved at
Kerry Collins to make sure the
quarterback saw him.
No one's left him that wideopen since.
Johnson finished 2009 with
I I straight garncs of 100-yards
rushing and needs only three
more to match the NFL record
for consecutive 100-yard games
set by Barry Sanders in 1997.
He set the NFL record for yards
from scrimmage with 2,509
yards and became the league's
first player to rush for at least
2,000 yards (2,006) and have
500 yards receiving. He also
was the only unanimous pick to
the All Pro team.
Only Dickerson and Edgerrin
James had more yards from
scrimmage through their first
two seasons than Johnson
(3,997).
Johnson immediately: started
lobbying the Titans to make him
the highest paid offensive player
in the NFL and stayed away,
from the team during the offseason. With the NFL's labor deal
in its final year, he didn't get his
wish.

From Page 8A
runs for 2,000 yards again, he
reasons voters can't deny
rewarding such a historic performance.
"I feel like I'm never satisfied," Johnson said. "I'm coming back in with the same mind,
:et that I haven't done anything
yet."
Brash statements coming
from a guy so soft-spoken that
reporters have to push to get
microphones close enough to
hear him. But Johnson has the
tools to back them up.
A native of Orlando, Fla.. he
finished second in the 100meter dash in a state meet to
eventual 2(108 Olympic bronze
medalist Walter Dix.
Only one college want him to
play his preferred position of
running back. but in his senior
year at East Carolina he led the
nation with 227.7 all-purpose
yards a game. He posted a 4.24second time in the 40-yard dash
at the NFL combine, believed to
be the fastest electronically
measured time at the event dating back to 1982. When the
draft started, four running backs
were taken before the Titans
grabbed Johnson at No. 24 overall.
He's been nearly unstoppable
ever since.
He ran for 1,228 yards in
2008 and gave a glimpse in the

atch itLIV onSep r a :3 pm.
fa All
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Murray High Tigers
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EVERYTHING'S ON SALE!
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Over 30 Bedrooms, Over 25 Reclining Sofas & S
Sections, Over 30 Dining Room & Dinettes, Over 15 Leather Sofa Sets
American
Furnitui:e •
Sofit,:Loveseat.
Cocktail &
2*End Tables,
2 Lamps &
7 Pc_. Accessory
Package

American
Furniture
Sofa, Loveseat,
Cocktai.I,
2 End Tables
& 2, Lamps

$1.488
Lane Dual
Reclining
Pillow Tog Sofa

8698
Reclining
Chair & 1/2

'598

Upgrade

Ashley Lawson
Saddle Sectional

-

$897
.. Round'Swivel
Chair
$395. -

Lane

Rocker Recliner

1st Class Seating Rocker
Recliner
lan or Burgand%

Mocha or
Chocolate

$398
Leather Pad Over Chaise
Rocker Recliner
Taupe or Brown

$488

SERTA PRICE ROLL BACK ON ALL MODELS
Save On Twin • Full • Queen • King
Scow.7:0-

,Nod
!
r
toni
1Iurnsi,V

At Fleming Alt
001••••
Axle r

wrosoi4

,man

"="

iftry_
Design
Assistance
Available

,1
Hsi

• ‘turr.41.

-

fie

.

DAt Is &lye
rulitar

Division of Kelley Wiggins Furniture, Inc
Vi•it us St werw.flinningfurniture.com

SUPERCENTER 3801 HO
Highway 60 • A Half Mil4
Paducah, KY 442.4455 • 1

Open Daily 9 7 Sunday
305 North Nlairg Straet, BI
527 3481 • 1 800 509 62:
451 South 16th Street, Pg
442-4465 • 1-800 450-62:
3060 Hwy 641 north, Mu
753-6309 • 1 866-753,631

*1499 minimum purchase wit. approved credit. no interest for 42 months Excludes Value Prced Items, Closeouts,
Apply To Previous Purchases Limited Ouantities on Closeout Items Not all items at all stores. Items similar as sf
interest if your purchase is paid in full within 42 months after the date of purchase. otherwise, interest accrues from
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. 25 Reclining Sofas & Sectionals, Over 50 Living Room Sofas &
r 15 Leather Sofa Sets & much, much more. ALL ON SALE!!!
re
seat.
les.
•sory

• American F,urniture Hershel Chocolate Sofa, Loyeseau,
1 Cocktail Table, 2, End Tables,
2 Ashley Lamps SZ :

.11/th't

al

Pitt( Giou
Sofa

/2

4 111K.... 52299
Anierican Furniture Calcutta C'hoeolate Dual
Reclining Sofa, Dual Reclining Loveseat,
1'Cocktail Table,2 End Tables,
2 AshlerLamps &
/) 1//)/
Upgrade to a 60"Mitsubishi HDTV $499

Broyhil1King•
Headboard.
Footboard -&
1Ftails $899
1Dresser &
Mirror $12,99
Chest $899
Broyhill Queen
Headboard.
Footboard &
Rails $598
Dresser &
Mirror $1098.
Chest $74i4

C haise

488

e
11all

Is Save You Money!
SUPERCENTER 3801 Hinkleville Road
Highway 60 • A Half Mile East of 1 24
Paducah, KY 442.4455 • 1-800 788•6224

Open Daily 9 7 • Sunday 1.5 • Friday 10 8

4
itimi, 305 North Main Street, Benton KY
527 3481 • 1 800 599 6224
451 South 16th Street, Paducah KY
442-4465 • 1-800.450-6224 ...e..1.5•.11.1

3461111n%. h41‘
,01"lh
Murat, ki•

•

- 11,c,,141v"`Qussis
t

tUllt.'

449W8 1.618 Street.
Ns+
'
.4
K
AMj
t_t
ri4_

3060 Hwy 641 North, Murray, KY
753-6309 • 1 866-753-6309 kw NW ill /4 b. 1 5

Iths Excludes Value Priced Items, Closeouts, Special Sale Items, & Room Solutions. Does Not
Not all items at all stores. Items similar as shown. -The no-interest option means there is no
of purchase. otherwise, interest accrues from date of purchase at the regular APR

f41611 11.1
.
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EVERYTHING'S ON SALE! Over 30 Bedrooms, Over 25 Reclining

Sofas & Sectionals, Over 50 Living Room Sofas &
Sections, Over 30 Dining Room & Dinettes, Over 15 Leather Sofa Sets & much, much more
.ALL ON SALE!!!
.
American
Fu nature
Sofa, 1Loyeseat.
Cocktail tkz.
2 End Tables,
2 Laws &.
Pc. :1ceessoir'y
Packag-se

American
Furniture
Sofa, Loveseit,
Cocktail,
2 End Tables
& 2 Lamps

ea.144/..
In/ /ad,

;ha'11)'!

Atnefican Furniture Hershel Chocolate Sofa, I,oveseat,
1 Cocktail Table,2End Tables.
2 Ashley Lamps
.&

brflude v .../oVh!ht;
4P• •

$1488Lane Dual
RecliningPillow Top Sofa

s698
Reclining
Chair & 1/2

598

.t

8.Pitu Group

go. 1B

s22g9

4

s 77

American Furniture Culcutta Chocolate Dual •
Reclining Sofa, Dual Reclining Loieseat,.
1 Cocktail Table,2 End Tables,
2 Ashley Lamps & I()
1) 1//it

5 Pi/Y.
(,..Sult(

Broyhill King
Headbo-ard,
Footboard &
Rails $899
"Dresser &
Mirror $1,299
Chest $899.
Broyhill Queen
Headboard,
Footboard &
Rails $598
Dresser &
Mirror $1098
Chest $748

•.01mo

$897
Round Swivel
Chair

$395
Rocker Recliner

1st Class Seating Rocker
Recliner
Tim or Burgandy

Mocha or
Chocolate

$398

48

Leather Pad Over Chaise
Rocker Recliner
lave or Brown
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SERTA PAICE ROLL BACK ON ALL MODELS!
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Divfsion of Kelley-Wiggins Furniture, Inc.
lAsit us at www.flemingfurniture.com

SUPERCENTER 3801 Hinklevilte Road
Highway 60 • A Half Mile East of 1-24
Paducah. KY 442-4455 • 1-800-788-6224
Open Daily 9-7 • Sunday 1.5 • Friday 10-8
305 North Main Street, Benton KY
527 3481 • 1-800-599-6224 nollnyflof
451 South 16th Street. Paducah KY
442-4465 • 1.800 450.6224 babel*!Ming
3060 Hwy 641 North. Murray. KY
753-6309 • 1.866-753-6309 ism En lot El 1.1
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•Caq lielo You SeiI
Your Old Furnoure!
449-Sotith I4th Sireet
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CONSIGNMENT •

*1499 minimum purchase with approved credit, no interest
for 42 months. Excludes Value Priced Items. Closeouts,
Special Sale Items, & Room Solutions. Does Not
Apply To Previous Purchases. Limited Quantities on Closeout
Items. Not all items at all stores. Items similar as shown. —The
no-interest option means there is no
interest if your purchase is paid in full within 42 months after
the date of purchase. othenvise, interest accrues from date of
purchase at the regular APR.
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COMICS/ FEATURES
Son's 'no secrets' policy
irks his confiding mother

Murray Ledger & Times

Looking Back

1 hurulay, September 2. 2010 • 1B

Ten years ago
said there was at) harm Several
Murray Independent Schools flan] crhemicals
were spilled and
has been recogaized as one of the
wcie liquificd by water front fire
DEAR ABBY: My ,on "Clay" ple turn to excessive
nation•s top MO saw! districts. hoses, causing
engagement
them to tlov.. into
has been married seven years
Looking at local costs. academic the Mayfield
with animals because animals proCreek.
There
are
times
I
like
to discuss vide warmth in easy. reliable
performance and expenditures per
s.
Forty years ago
things (r1 a p( rsonal nature with Spouses would often
student, Ofkpring magazine lastdo well 14)
Lt. Walter Blackburn of Murhim
having
to
do
with
our
famwatch what animals gke and "fief
ed Murray schools among the ray, now
with Chemical Corps, U.S.
ily. and I have asked him not to the same things -15,892 schools districts analyzed
especially uncritArmy, has been reassigned from
mention
our
talks
with
his
wile.
ical pleasure in each other's comby SchoolMak•h, an Ohio-based Red
River
Armory
Depot.
These
dos(
ussions
hioe
nothing
pany.
research firm that studies public 'Texarkana. Texas.
to duty in Korea.
to do with her.
At the least. you could hioe
school data.
The Murray Eire Department
prob'The
suggested "Hubby" open a dialogue
Published is a picture of Mur- answered a call Tuesday
at 3 p.m.
tem
is
whatwith
his wife about why she
ray State's Brooke Lencki. for- to the Fine Arts
Buildmg at Murever he tells chooses the cats' conipany and what
mer standout at Calloway Coun- ray' State University
. Firemen said
her,
she he can do to he equally appeal
ty. High School. as she tries to the second floor
of the three story
repeats to her ing. -- JULIE IN RICHMONI
beat a Troy. State player to the brick building
wa(. filled with
whole family. VA., CLINICAL PSYCH013)
soccer ball during the Racers smoke from a fire
behind a heater
1 do not want GIST
lirst-ever home match. Photo by in one of the
rooms The extinour personal
DEAR JULIE: I'm sorry. you
Mike Ohstrom.
guisher was used to put out the
problems ard
were dismayed. If you read
The Calloway County Chapter flames and the srnoke
ejector on
other matters "Hubby's" letter again you will
of the National Wild Turkey Fed- both fire trucks were
used to get
to be known see that he tried "opening a diaeration will hold its third annual the smoke out of the
building
everyone.
logue" with his wife and got
A.K.E.S. event
Dear Abby by Myr
Cause of the lire Is unknown but
other nowhere. She has infantilized the
Twenty years ago
it is thought that it ntight have
son has no cats. which she calk her "babies,"
Published
a picture of Olive been from a thrown cigarette
By Abigail
or
trouble keep- to assuage her anxiety after her
Blvd. residents decorating trees a spark from the
welding heing
Van Buren
ing our talks sons moved out.
along the street with yellow rib- done on the construct
ion work in
just between
Whitt:. some readers assumed
bons in remembrance of U S. serv- the area on North
us. but Clay says he and his wife I was •advising" the
15th St.
husband to
ice men and women stationed in
Fifty years ago
have "no secrets' from each other. "adopt a 'kitten' of his
own." what
the Middle Last.
Enrolled at the Murray City
Abby. is it OK to ask a matried
I was trytng to convey was that
Published is a picture of Peggy
Sch<sols for 1960-61 school year
son or daughter not to div.ulge when a spouse (of either
sex, by.
Billington, director of the Cal- are 1,311 students
things to a spouse that have rkith- the way) feels ignored.
with 540 ar
unappreloway County American Red Cross. Murray High. 626
ing to do with her or him'? - ciated. unloved
at Austin and
or unimportant. it
The Red Cross provides 24-hour Carter Elementaries,
CONFIDENTIALLY IN ST. LOUIS
and 145 at
is not uncommon for him or her
emergency reporting services to Douglass.
DEAR CONFIDENTIALLY: to seek validation elsewhere
. In
members of the armed torces when
It's OK to ask; it's also OK to other words, I called
The Murray' Lions Club has
it as I saw
information is needed by military taker, as project
say no. When Clay. married his
an effort to get
authorities, family and service as many people to
wife. she became part of your
register as posinembers in the area.
family. Now that you know your
sible for the November election.
DEAR ABBY: I am a I6-y.earThe Murray High School soc- An effort already. is
son keeps no secrets from his old girl. I recently had
underway by
open heart
cer Tigers posted
strong SCC- the cub to make people aware of
wife, and that she leaks like a surgery. and myr doctor
did a realond-half comeback to down vis- the fact that the
sieve, the better part of wisdom ly bad job at the "stitching
registrations book
up."
iting Bowling Green 2-1 Satur- close the evening
would he to stop confiding in
ot Sept. 10.
My scar is oversized and crooked.
day', with Chris Bailey taking ar,
him. Don't :.(ria think?
Sixty years ago
People look at me all the nine
assist front Chns Dill tor ihe goDrivers for the West Kentucky'
and ask me about it. I hate weardhead goal with seven minutes Stages were on
DEAR ABBY: As a therapist tng certain shirts because
strike thi,i inomof it. Why
left.
and
regular reader, I was sur- can't people realize this scar saved
mg delaying commuters and travThirty years ago
prised
and disrnayed by your advice my life and stop stanng at
elers in this area.
it?
Published is a picture of Carto "Hubby in Purr-gatory (June Please, I need some
After being out of the church
advice. -los Black Jr., Cara.' Marquardt, building for repairs
301.
Apparentl
y. "Hubby" has SCARRED IN MINNESOTA
and redecoDon Gilbert and Ricky. Atkins as rating. the First Christian
grown annoyed with his wife's
DEAR SCARRED: People
Church
winners of Murray Bass Club Fish- will resume services
preoccupa
tion
with
her two cats. look at your scar because it is
in their building Tournament at Lake Barkley' ing on Sunday
Whatever
blocks
to closeness different. They do noi mean to
morning, Sept. 3.
State Park.
have been created for this couple stare or make you uncotnfon
The Murray City Council Igave
able.
Families living near Mayfield
are
not
likely
to
removed by
be
the Mayor. George Hart. authoriA way to take control of the sitMilling Company. were allowed to ty to sign a contract
his
demandin
g
affection
and
threat- uation would be. when you see
with the
return to their homes after the Central Fire Truck
Corporation, ening infidelity -- even in jest. someone looking at your chest.
Environmental Protection Agency
(Re:
your
comment
.
'He
may to say, "I had open heart surgery.
St. Louis. for the new truck for
examined the vvater quality. and the city.
adopt a 'kitten' of his own.") Peo- This scar saved nty life."

Today In History
By The Associated Press
Today is Thursday. Sept. 2, the
245th day of 2010. There are 120
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Sept. 2. 1945. Japan formally surrendered in ceremonies
aboard the USS Missouri in Tokyo
Bay, ending World War II.
OD this date:.
In 1666, the Great Fire of London broke out.
In 1789, the United States Tre.asury Department was established.
In 1864. during the Civil War,

Hints From Neloise
Union Gen. William T. Sherman's
forces occupied Atlanta.
In
1901, Vice President
Theodore Roosevelt offered the
advice. "Speak softly and carry a
big stick- in a speech at the Minnesota State Fair.
In 1935, a Labor Day hurricane slammed into the Florida
Keys.claiming more than 400 lives.
In 1945, Ho Chi Minh declared
Vietnam an independent republic.
aio died on this date in 1969.)
lit 1960. Wilma Rudolph of
the United States WOD the first

of her three gold medals at the
Rome Summer Olympics as she
finished the 100-meter dash in I I
seconds.
In 1969. in what some regard
as the birth of the Internet. two
connected computers at the University of California, Los Angeles, passed test data through a
15-foot cable. The first automatic teller machine(ATM)using magnetic-striped cards, called a
"Docuteller.- opened at a Chemical Bank branch in Rockville
Centre. N.Y.
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Making excuses for obesity
DEAR DR. Gaff: Nly 38-yearflier,: I. Imp and hope that focusold granddaughter is convinced that es priinarily on her 111:401 sympbecause she has polycy.stic ovarian toms. She should exercise anti
syndrome 4PCOS 4. she cannot lose become involved with
a regular
weight She is grossly overweight. weight-c,introl igram
and I am concerned about her
Diet modification appears essenfuture. Shc wes an endocrinologist tial There is some initial evidence
j131411 OFIC1:
of success on a low -carbohydrate
',ear.
and diet
discrimination
w ,thout
'Ake,
' thyroid between t arils on eithei end of the
medication glycemre index. Her caloric intake
and niacin for should be reduced. She should
cholesterol. avoid siniple carbohydrates such a,
Can she he sixla. sugary drinks, doughnuts,
helped* cake% and pastries Any carts intake
Thank you for might fircus on choices Fugh
v our consid- fiber. such as brown rice, whole-I Anon
this gram breads. fondled cereals and
,crtous prob- beans
Dr. Gott lem.
Her physician might decide to
DEAR place her on low-dose birth control
By
READER: as a means of regulating her menDr. Peter GOtt PCOS is a strual
cycles.
homional disShe should continue to sec her
order that commonk begin, when a primary -care
physician
and
female beyins menstruatioa. how- endocnnologist on a regular
basis.
ever. it can develop later in lute.
To provide related infomation, 1
Obesity presents in nearly hall of am sending you
a copy of my
all patients with PCOS and is often Health Report
"A Strategy for
the initial complaint. Abnormalities Losing Weight Introducti
on to the
in the menstrual cycle, infertility. No Flour. No
Sugar Dietpre or type 11 diabetes and the presDEAR DR. GOTT, I read your
ence ot polycystic ovanes diag- column evcry day
in the Fresno
nosed through ultrasound are but a Bee, bet i missed
your article on
few o!' the other symptoms. It
your no-11,:ar. no-sugar diet. I'm
should be noted, however, that hav100 pounds overw.eight and have
ing polycystic ovaries is not a firm tried every diet
known. I know it's
indication of PCOS.
never too late to start a healthier
There is no specific testing for lifestyle.
diagnosis. Rather. it is one of excluDEAR READER: You have sevsion. meaning that a physician will eral options. The
first is to ot•der my
rule out a number of related possi- "A Strategy
for Losing Weight,
bilities prior to deciding on PCOS. Introduction to
the No Flour. No
The disorder makes other condi- Sugar Diet... Simply.
send a selftions. such as type II diabetes. addressed stamped
No. 10 envelope
hypertension and sleep apnea. more and a S2 check or
money. order to
likely to occur.
Newsletter, P.O. Box
167.
Only. y.ou and your granddaughter Wickliffe. OFI -14092-01
67. Be sure
can determine the sequence of to mention the title
or print an order
events. When was she diagnosed? form
off
my
website
at
Could the PCOS be a result of her %At)w.AskDrGo
ttMD.com.
My
obesity'? Is that issue under control? books. "Dr. Goti's
No Flour, No
I cannot tie in high-cholesterol lev- Sugar Diet" and
"No Flour. No
els with her excess weight: howev- Sugar Cookbook
." can he ordered
er, thyroid disorders are often by following the
links on my weblinked with obesity, elevated cho- site. You're on the nght
track. and it
lesterol and menstruation abnor- is never too late
to take steps to
malities
improve your health. Good luck.

YES, THAT POINT IN
AN INVESTIGATION
WHERE ALL THE
EVIDENCE COMES
TOGETHER AND THE
CRIME IS SOLVED.

YOU MEAN LIKE TWO
MESSY WRAPPERS I
I:OUND IN THE TRASH
CAN, AND THE CHOCOLATE SMUDGES
ON YOUR
FINGERTIPS?

MAYBE WE SHOULD
CALI. THIS THE
MOMENT..

A.g.

/21.1RVIEILCI.:71)
1 SENSE DANGER
APPROACHINC.H'

Pi ET 50DA P)

Detailr)
for the
Dorm
Dear
Heloise: Here
are
some
hints
1
learned about
by
MOVING
INTO
Heloise
A
COLLEGE
DORM that I
would like to share with your
readers:
* Vs'hen decorating your dorm
room. remember that this is going
to be your home for an entire
year. and you want to inake
feel as much like home as possible. I suggest bnnging plenty of
pictures of fnends, family and pets
from home.
* When 1 moved my. freshman
year, my roommate and I didn't
coordinate what we were bringing, and we ended up vvith two
TVs. Make sure you know what
your roonunate is bringing so you
don't have duplicates of things.
* My room had all of the furniture attached to the walls. so
we went to a carpet store and bought
a piece of remnant carpet to put
in the roona It was nicer than a
rug. and cheaper!
* If y.ou are bringing nice jew-

elry or other nice things. you
should get a little safe that you
can put in one of your drawers.
This way. you won't have to worry.
about the jewelry getting stolen.
* It's also a good idea to get
a lock and chain for your laptop.
* Bring cleaning supplies and
a small vacuum cleaner The domi
rooms can get really dirty, and
the best way to keep from getting sick is to clean often. Because.
of the shared ventilation system.
it gets very, dusty.. I cleaned my
room once a week tv..hich I never
do at home).
* Bring only the chahes you
need for the weather right now.
Your parents can mail you a jacket, but there's no way you are
going to be able to fit all of your
summer and winter clothes into a
tiny dorm closet.
-- Heather F. in Texas
Thanks for these super college
hints. i'd love to hear more from
students. -- Heloise
NICKELED AND DIMED
Dear Heloise: Quite a few.
charitable solicitations my wife
and I receive contain a real coin
to prompt us into giving. I consider it bad form to spend these
on ourselves. I save them up. and
the next time I'm out, I drop the
money into a jar benefiting a society or other charity that leaves a

can on kir:al merchants' counters.
-- Gregg in New York
HANDY COMMUTER CUP
Dear Heloise: After my husband's surgery, it was difficult for
him to hold a glass or cup. Sometimes he couldn't sit up. and straws
did not help. A commuter cup was
perfect. It. he dropped it, it wouldn't spill as much liquid as a glass
would. The beverage stays cold
or hot longer than in a standard
cup. -- Lillian from Califorma
COMFY COOKIE
CARRIER
Dear Heloise: When I send
cookies in the mail. 1 pack them
in cookie tins and pour miniature
matshrnallows an between to protect against breakage and help
keep them fresh. 1 use packing
tape to seal the tin. -- Regina in
Fort %Oral. Texas
Send a money-saving or timesaving hint to Heloise. PO. Box
795000. San Antonio, TX 78279.5000. or you can fax it to 1-210HELOISE or e-mail it to
Heloisel IHeloise.com. I can't
answer your letter personally but
will use the hest hints received
in my column.
(c)2010 by Krag Features Syndicate Inc.

Crosswords
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1
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17
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24
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26
27
30
32
33
34
38
41
42
43
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1
45

Foal's mother
To-dos
Sign of !rouble
"Ah. Wildernessl" author
Diplomat-lc skill
With grace
"The Mikado," for one
For each
Poet Breton
Modify
Beer mug
Architect I.M.
Atlantic catch
Methuselah's father
Aids in crime
"Tiny Bubbles" singer
Unruly do
Let in
Pulp source
Bike part
Jumper's cord
Theater box
Devour
Baseballer Slaughter

35
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39
40

Convene
Therefore
Bad grades
Kimono sash
Baseball score
Director Lee
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Sleuth played by Lorre
"Do I need to draw you —?"
Post-wedding party
Main dish
Layout choice
Quarterback Johnny
Trig function
"Sprechen -- Deutsch?"
Wing
Crafty
Goof up
Guile
Mob action
Finishes
Made fun of
Late-night name
Moody
Baseballer Gil
Parts pal
Soda buy
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010

060
Help Warded

Legal
Notice
Ordinaelee_kftauthep_29)&1M an ordlnance amending Chapter
72. Parking
Section 72 99, Penalty by amending the fines for the parking
violations.
2 99, PENALTY, ut hereby arnended to read as follows
Ai No person. firrn, corporation. or other legal entity shall
violate any pron
sions of fail to comply with any- of the requirements of any
parking ordinance ot
the citv Any person firm corporation, or other legal entity violating
any of tht
pronsion or fading to comply with any of the mandatory
requirements of any
parking ordinance of the city shall be subiect to the followiluz
fines
VIOLATION
Overtime parking
Parking of crosswalk
Blocking Fire Lane/Fire Hydrant
Obstructing of blocking traffic
Splitting parking space
Parking in a space for persons
with disabilities without appropriate
parking permit
Parking in a no parking zone
Parking in a loading zone
Stopped on left side

MINIMUM FINE
$10
$25
$50
$25
$25
$50

$25
$25
$25

Any person found to te in violation of Chapter 72 shall be fined not
leas th.o.
the minimum fine set forth in IA! above and not more than $100 for
each sper
ate incident

NETNORK TECH SUPPORT ANALYST
Henry County Medical Center is seeking a
Network Tech Support Analyst for ou r
Information System Department. Position is
responsible for system backups. managing
enterprise software. and troubleshooting
network devices such as servers. switches
routers, PCS. printers, and wireless
infrastructure. Interested candidates must
possess strong organizational and
communication skills. Associate degree in
computer/information system cr comparable
degree preferred. We provide an excellent
benefit and salary package including health,
vision. dental, and retirement. Interested
candidates should send a resume or apply in
person at: Henry County Medical Center
P.O. Box 1030, Paris, TN 38242,
731-644-8472,
cowenghcmc-tn.org
EOE

CI Any fine set forth in 72 99(Ai and ,B not paid within ten days will
automatically be doubled
a/s Danny 0 Hudspeth
Danny 0 Hudspeth, Mayor
Harla McClure, City Clerk
Summar,. prepared by. Warren Hopluns, City Attorney

Ordin' ance Number 8010-150e an ordinance
amending Chapter 3:3, Police and Fire Department
Section 33.01. Personnel, pursuant to KRS. 83A.080
s's Dannv 0 Hudapeth
Danny 0. Hudspeth.!Ylayor
Attest
tps Liarla M Clure
Marla McClure, City Clerk
Summery PI:epared hs 'Warren Hopkins,
City Attornes

Ordinance Number 2010-1507 an ordinance
amending Chapter 53, Water. Section 53 02, Water
Rates and Tap-On Fees. hy amending the fee that is
paid for the fire hydrant maintained by the city
from $48 each to $26,000 per year
fidtpanL0:4-1-Edi9.114.1b
Danny 0 Hudspeth, Mayor
oa Hada McClure
Harla McClure, City Clerk
Summary preparrsel by Warren Hopkina
City Attorney
Ordinance Number 201.,(E1505 an ordinance
amending ordinance number 2010-1500, an ordinance which adopted the 2010-2011 City of Murray
Kentucky annual budget by restating certain revenues and expenditure for the City of Murray
Utility Fund Capital Expenditures, Sanitation
Department. by increasing the capital expenditures
by $15,000 for the construction and installation of
the glass pulverizer.
o's Danny O. Hudspeth
Danny 0. Hudspeth, MEa,or
&Iliad/LAE:U.9M
Harla McClure, City Clerk
Summary prepared by, Warren Hopkins
City Attorney
Ordinance Number 21)10-151() an ordinanc-e
amending ordinance number 2010-1500 an
ordinance which adopted the 2010-2011 City of
Murray Kentucky annual budget by. restating
certain revenues and expenditure for the city of
Murray to amend the capital expenses for general
fund police departure to repair or purchase an air
conditioner located on Poplar Street in the amount
of $5,400.

Buying &
Old U.S.
. Coins. . .
Collectipns &
Currency Sitv4(
dollars, hares quarters' dinies.
goks-coins. P(001,.
sets & mints sets.,
Randy Prrando:n
293-6999
THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable. but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable. The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities.
Lost arid Frund
FOUND
Black/Wh,tey'Browe
Female Hound 1-22yrs
old, 30-40 pounds.
Female, not spayed.
Found
on
East
Stateline
Rd.
on
8/172010
FOUND: young, male
Terrier with blue collar
on corner of Tabard &
Martin Chapel Road.
753-3213.

Harla
Harla McClure, City Clerk

JUST give us a call,
we'll be glad to help.
Your loved one we'll
try to find,
'Cause we all have
Furry or Feathered
Friends Here at the
Ledger & Times.

Summary prepared by. Warren Hopkins,
City Attorney

Call 753-1916

4p's Darmv 0 Hudspeth
Danny 0. Hudspeth . Mayor
6'6

010
Least
Notice
I David W Taylor wi
not be responsible for
any bills or debts made
after this day of
08/30,2010,
by
Jacqueline Sue Taylor

LEGAL NOTICE
A final settlement of
the accounts has been
filed 'it Calloway
District Court hy Stacy
Crockarell
Administrator in the
Estate of Stella
Farmer Exceptions to
this settlement must be
filed in the Calloway
County District Court on
or before the heanng.
which is set for 9-00 a m
on the 13rd day of
September. 2010
Linda Avery.Vircuit
Court Clerk

GET THIS 1X1
AD FOR ONLY
$75.00 PER
MONTH
CALL 753-1916

NOTICE
Advertisers are
requested to check
the first insertion of
their ad for any error
Murray Ledger &
Times will be responsible for only one
incorrect insertion.
Any error should be
reported immediately
so corrections can
be made

.
email your,ad
oassoiedir mudaYfeckder
•

Lost gray, long-haired
cat with green eyes
Male. neutered. Area of
Nancy
Dr.
Brookhaven. 270-767
9345
LOSTFEMALE, olack,
Lab weanng faded red
collar Last seen 8/27
around 4tn & Chestnut_
Answers to G-G 7534896
060
Help Wanted
BUSY Medical Office
seeking CNA or LPN.
Candidate must have
active certification and
physician office experience is preferred.
Working hours will be
M-F, 8-5. Please submit your resume to P.O.
Box 190. Murray, KY
42071
LPN/RN Full-time 2p10p. Apply in person at
Green
Acres
HealthCare, 402 W.
Farthing, Mayfield KY.

ilPiTTP
Britthaven of Benton is currently
accepting applications for a full-time
afternoon LPN position. We also offer an
excellent benefrt package. Must be licensed
in the State of Kentucky.
Apply in person at Britthaven of Benton
2607 Main Street Hwy 641 S
Benton, KY 42025
E0EAAE NO PHONE CALLS PLEASE

CASE MANAGER Responsible for coordination
of community based services for adults diagnosed with mental illness. QUALIFICATIONS.
Bachelor's degree in human sciences, 1 year
experience woking with chonrcally mentally or
preforming case management. a valid drivers
license and safe record. must also pass backgroung checks. Send resume to: Anne
Thurrnan, Vice President for Human Resource,
Four Rivers Behavioral Health. 425 Broadway,
Suite 201 Paducah, KY 42001, or applications
are available online at www.4rbh.org. Open
until filled. EOE.

DISCLAIMER
When accessing the
"help wanted" section
on our classifieds
webpage at
niurrayledgercom,
sou will be redirected
jobnetuork.com.
By default.
Murray and local job
listings will appear on
this website.
However, as a national
welosite. not all listing,.
on Me jobnetwork.com
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times Please call
us if y011 have any
questions regarding
the tv1urray area
job listings. 'Thank you
HOME-COOKING
Restaurant
seeking
experienced, reliable,
fast pace workers.
dishwashers,
grill
cooks, and
waiters
Send resumes to PO
Box 1040-E
LEARN TO PREPARE
INCOME TAX
RETURNS: Positions
available. Persons
needed to
prepare income tax
returns Seasonal
employment_ We will
train. Cal: 270-7539204
or if no answer call 1270-437-4531

PECO
Accepting
resumes
All sales careers
& other positions
• Send ta
PO Box 363
Murray KY
42071

DEPENDABLE
and
honest single Mom
needs work! Will do
house cleaning, windows. yard work, run
errands, sit with ill or
elderly, house sit, walk
your dog, etc. Have references. 270-873-2051
or 270-227-7537.
Seeking
Christian
Nanny. Must have
experience,
references. For 2 small children. You will have to
home-school 1 child.
Send resume to P.O.
Box 1040-E

FOR
SALE:
Powerwheels, Harley
Davidson, $100 (will
need new battery). 19"
Color TV. (old but
works on cable or
direct). $25. Blocks
$1.00 each Couch &
Love seat, $100. VCR,
$15. Call 270-2278721 after 4:00prn
FOR SALE Yamaha
600-R, battery operated 4-Wheeler for children 3-6/yrs. Call 270492-8181
WASHER &
dryer
(stackable and regular)
Case tractor(801 B),
real estate lots. Will
consider trades. 753,1109, 227-1546
Appliances
2003 Whirlpool white
electric dryer with use
instructions
book
Works great, will take
$100 Call 270-7592532 or 270-227-3582
LARGE
SELECTIONUSED APPLIANCES
WARD-ELKINS
o05 E South 12th St .

(270)753-1713
Musical

FREE
UPRIGHT
PIANO' 270-761-2969
Kimball Artist Spinet
Piano $500 OBO 27°759-4336 leave message
260
I Mobile Horne Lots For Seel

MDM COMPUTERS
Service/Sales
Repairs/Upgrades
759.3556

ANTIQUES, Call Larry
753-3633
BUYING
Junk cars, trucks and
tractors. 436-5235
227-6004
CASH paid for
good, used guns
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S. 12th,
Murray
GOOD used air conditioner, stove, refrigerator, electric & gas
heater, storm windows
753-4109
150
Articles
For Sale
2 Oak Twin Bees, 1 Full
Bedroom Set 270-436-

638o
Mattress Sale
CIOSe Outs

AT home daycare with
openings. Audobond
accepted. 6am-6pm.
Mon-Fri $20day.
270-293-5212.
WOULD like to sit with
elderfy, have experience. 270-933-0621.

ALL new Oueen
top mattress set. still in
plastic. with warranty,
S170. Full Size mattress/box spnng, brand
new, still in package.
$140. Brand name
King pillow-top mattress set, new in plastic, warranty. Must Sell.
$280. Croat Deal!
NASA Memory Foam
mattress set . never
used. $350. Brand
narne Twin mattress
set , still in plastic,
$120. Can Deliver!
270-210-0616
Beautiful Cherry-Wood
Armoire, home office
Excellent condition 6'
tall x 3' deep x 5' wide.
asking $550/080. Call
270-873-4199
BERMUDA
Square
Bales out of the bam
$4.50 each. 270-2935381

Overstocks

2BR, newty remodeled
inside & out. appliances, storage shed.
Quiet, rural setting near
lake No pets. $600
including
utilities.
Security deposit and
references. 227-0004

1st Full Mo. Rent Free
Calloaay Garden
Essex Downs
Apartments
1505 Diuguid Drive

DUPLEX for Rent.
Very nice large
2 bedroom, 2 beta
duplex,
completely
remodeled.
central
hear
and
air,
washeildryer, all appliances furnished. great
location. no pets. no
smoking, $625.00 per
month, one year lease,
deposit and references
required. 753-5719

HAZEL
APA RT MENTS.
We Now Have a 1BR
Apartment Available
Phone: 492-8721 Mon.
& Thurs. 10-12pm.
TDD No. 1-900-6486056. Equal Housing
Opportunity
Extremely nice one
bedroom in Hazel. We
pay the electric bill,
water. trash, and furnish all appliances
including washer &
dryer. Only $550/mo.
You won't find a nicer
or cleaner apartment!
(270)492-8211
LARGE 3BR apt.
newly remodeled. on
campus. C/KA, W&D.
$550 water, sewage &
trash furnished, no
pets. 293-3710 2934600

Due to the holiday we will not
prInta paper Monday. Sept. 6
Deadlines for Tuesday, Sept 7
ancf Wednesday, Sept 8
are as follows

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E. Main
(270) 753'6266
Cell: (270) 293-4183
9 a.m. 4 p.m. M-F

KEY MINI
VVAREHOUSES
1850 St. Rt. 121S
Murray, KY 42071
270-753-5562
J&I. RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
720 S.4'1H ST.
t orner of 121 s & iderolale
10X10 $25 101,151A
127014_36-2524
12701 293-6906
PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
0nside climate control
storage
•Security alarmed
*Safe & clean
0/Ve sell boxesl
•We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

ELI
Commerical Proo For Rerti
6.000 square foot, fully
equipped restaurant
available for lease
Lccated
within
Kentucky Oaks Mall,
this unit offers both an
exterior and interior
Mall entrances and sits
across
from
the
Cinemark
Theaters
For more information
please contact Chris
Connors at 330-7472661.
RETAIL Store in Hazel
b000
SF
a,$1000 00'month.
270-492-8211

380
Pets & Supplies
DOG Obedience
(270)436-2858.

2BR & Lot, $12,900
270-753-6012
Mobile Homes For Rent
NICE 2 bedroom, no
pets 753-9866
320
Aperanents For Rent
OR 2br apts nea
downtown
Murray
Lease and deposi
required 753-4109
1BR, pnce reduced
various
locations
Coleman RE 753
9898.
2 BR duplex, all appliances. no pets. Murray
270-753-0259

A 11

r

6

t

III

Behind Murray Business Center

753-2905

NEON BEACH
"MINI STORAGE
All Size Units
24/7 Surveillance
Climate Control
Electricity

2BR -1200/scitt. Most
utilities paid, ref. stove.
dishwasher, garbaoe
disposal, C/H/A. No
pets 270-767-9037

753-3853

S600 move in special!
I Subscribe ior all your hometown football action.' I
Near MSU 3BR. 2BA.
single family. brick.
Mt RRAI
Carport, fenced yard,
garden bed. kitchen
appliances, w/d hook
ups. hardwood. tile, pet
I Dome Delivery
Local Nlail
friendly. $700 270-978I 3 mo.
$30.00
5099.
I 6 trio.
$35.00 a
$55.00 3 mo.
& 4BR Houses I 1
$63.00
yr.
$105.00 6 mo.
Lease
&
Deposit
1 yr.
$110.00
Required.
270-7534109
I Rest of KY/
TiTsil
All Other Mail
3BR, 1 SBA, garage &
Subscriptions
workshop, stove, dish- I 3 mo
$75.00
$70.50 3!no.
washer.
no
pets
6 mo.
$90.00 6 mo.
$96.00 a
Murray 270-753-0259
I yr
$120.00 1 yr.
$145.00
3BR. 2BA home in
country, 5 miles from
Check
'Money Order
Visa
M/C
Murray. $650. Also
pasture with barn and
Name
stalls for rent. 270-705St Address _
2939
a
City
3BR. carport, fenced
backyard.
storage,
State
Z11/
shade, patio, no pets.

LEDGER&TRIES

[

Daytime Ph.
51ail this coupon with payment to1

A&F VVarehousing
Near MSU $20-50.
753-7668

Start or
$12"
1-lay nil

10 md:
of M

270-293270-29.
.

n7
7
7RD"..;

FF3IDA

SATUR
Swing, Host
Grass Ci
Rugs, Deht
Clothes, a
New T-S
Local Hr
Digital Ca
Lots of t

YARD S
1461 BUR
ROAD, LEI
HWY
THURSI
FRIDA`i
SATURI
7:00Table 6 chair
rocker, exerc
tools, childre
women's cl
lamps, 20(
mete,pc

Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071
Or call (2701 753-1916

Clearane
1701 N. 1
270-753Pink,Peach
Blue Tags
Red Tags f.
Yellow Tags
Now aco
&
consign,

MOVING
1909 WES1
FRIDA'
SATURI
8:30baby ite
women sijr's
toys. desk,
bridesmaid i
giris clot
size infai
TV, DVD's

3-FAM
YARD S
299 KIRKS!
SATURI
7:00-12
Clothesmedium, lz
plus size. H
accessories
waterbed
antique bed
Too Mt
To Meni

81.2 Whitnell Ave. .

270-293-

Futrell

Consign

GET INTO

$6-85/mo.
6070

Call 270before I

Traveling

NOUNS For Rent

2001, 3BR
2BA
Fleetwood
28 x44'
334-585-0901 ask fo
Betty

4 Var
[
Square

1204 DOF

10 X 10 and 10 X 20
Lights and Electricity
24/7 Surveillance
1900 N. 12th St.

NOVV LEASING
1. 2 & 3bedroom Apts
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday
Phone 759-4984.
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD #1-800-648-6056
VICTORIAN one bedroom 5 miles from
Murray in Lynn Grove
area. Newly
remodeled. Large deck
with great view. WV,
refrigerator,
stove.
Very ouret. All utilities
paid including electric.
$600.1mo plus deposit.
270-492-8211

livestock

Horse B

Tuesday
Friday. September 3 @ 1 00
Wednesday.
Friclay,September 3 @ 4 00

I BR 10. 2BR Apt,
270-753-8556
TDD I-800-545-1833
Fvt. 283
E
ipportor.,,

Excellent
condition,
2BR, 1BA, duplex in
town. Stove, Ref..
W&D. $450 deposit.
$450 rent. Vyr lease.
270-293-3761

smosse
VISA

Mobile Homes For Sale

FactOry SeCondS
270-767-1900
702 N. 12th St
Murray

4BR. CiFfA
appl[
ances Coleman RE
753-9898.

2005 C
3BR
$45

a

YARD S
641 TO 46.
ON 464 IA
FOR SIC
SATURI
SUNDA
MONO
8:00-5
Glassw
Some Furr
Lots of ;
Item

BIG VA
SAL
5017 94 '
FRIDA
SATUR
7:00-2

.edger & Times

Murrin Ledger

CLASSIFIED

Times

410
Laks Frown,

LINES
-FM1Ca.m,

these tough times Call
me now for a FREE
map 8, pictures plus a
no-pressure
guided
tour
1-800-704-3154
x 3589

2005 CHAMPION Double- Wide 28x64
3BR 2BATH. PURCHASED NEW,
$45,000 MOBILE HOME ONLY.

-Ffl,10 a.111.

I

(270)978-0125

Yard Sale
HAY

i

Lots For Safe

Thur.12pm.

memom
VISA

505 MEADOW LN

8:00-?

Futrell Farrns

No Early Sales
2

Horse Boarding
Stall orsPastkire
$125 Frio

we will not
ay, Sept 6
say, Sept 7
, Sept 8
ws
r 3 @ 1:00

TV, Lots of
Household Items,
Old Books Etc I

10 n1110s Ehast

Ot Murray
'Call

NEVER BEFORE

270-293-7314 or

SALE

2,42 -115

811 SUNNY LN
Shop r:-st
FRIDAY EVENING
5:30 - Dark
SATURDAY
7:00-2:00
5-Party Namebrarct
Clothing_
Everything
Hatt Pricer

400

Yard Sale

y:

3 @ 4 00

YARD SALE
1204 DORAN RD
FRIDAY &

Timerics1 Prop. For Reel
10 square loot, fully
ipped restaurant
,lable for lease_
ated
within
lucky Oaks Mali,
unit offers both an
mor and interior
entrances and sots
iss
from
the
mark Theaters.
more onformatiun
Ise contact Chris
nors at 330-7471.
AIL Store in Hazel.
0
SF
+130 00'month.
-492-8211

BO
Pets& Supplies

SATURDAY

Swing, Hospital Bed
Grass Catcher
Rum, Dehumidifier
Clothes, Movies,
New T-Shirts
Local Honey.
Digital Cameras,
Lots of Misc

•I•••••

YARD SALE
964 OAKS
COUNTRY CLUB
ROAD
SATURDAY
7:00-3:00

YARD SALE
1461 BURKEEN
ROAD, LEFT OFF
HWY 80
THURSDAY,
FRIDAY,
SATURDAY
7:00-?
Table 6 chairs, wood
rocker, exercise bike.
tools, children's toys
women's clothes,
lamps, 200AMP
meter poles

Household,
Books. Movies
& Morel

YARD SALE
NEW CONCORD
OLD BOB'S
CORNER STORE
Inside & Outside
FRIDAY &
SATURDAY
8:00-?
furniture. coca-cola
items, several older
items, children's &
adults clothing.
Lots More!
270-293-1524

3 Obedience

0436-2858.

muff 2(1 •

i

0 X 20
ctricity
ance
h St.
less Center

05

1
1

Traveling Pants
Consignment
Clearance Sale
1701 N. 12th St
270-753-5007
Pink,Peach Tags $1
Blue Tags 75% off
Red Tags 50% off
Yellow Tags 25% off
Now accepting
& Wmter for
consignment

MOVING SALE
1909 WESTWOOD
FRIDAY &
SATURDAY
8:30-7
baby items,
wornen's/jr's clothes,
toys. desk, prom &
bndesmaid dresses.
girls clothessize infant-5t.
TV, DVD's, dryer

3-FAMILY
YARD SALE
'299 KIRKSEY HWY
SATURDAY
7:00-12:00
Clothes- small.
medium, large, &
plus size Handicap
accessories. queen
waterbed frame.
antique bed frames.
Too Much
To Mention!

root/kill action!

'IMES

1
1

cal Mail

1

$35.00
$63.00
$110 00
• I

Mier Mail
scriptions
$75.00
$%.041
$145.00

ria

me.

7

YARD SALE
641 TO 464 EAST
ON 464 WATCH
FOR SIGNS.
SATURDAY.
SUNDAY. &
MONDAY
6:00-5:00
Glassware,
Some Furniture
Lots of Misc
Items

M1C

1
1
- 1
__ 1
1
-1
1
1

Party Baby

Clothes & Toys

_Hay

270

BIG YARD

SALE

5017 94 WEST
FRIDAY &
SATURDAY

7:00-2:00

Farm Land fce sale 72
•
acres located at
corner of Shoemake
Osborne
and
m
Murray. Offered by
SBG Real Property
Professionals.
Call
Matt Jennings 270293-7872.

SATURDAY

BY CWNER- 4.5 acres
on prestigious Oaks
Country Club Road.
$70,000.
270-4354001
460
Homes For Sas

I

Woodle• .rs
Avenue
3BR 1 BA.
$74000
Mike Conley
Broker
270 293 3232

314

LOOK
MOM
NO
STEPS! Enjoy the
open floor plari in this
3BR, 2BA home near
Murray. Now only
S143.900. Call Beth
270-978-0242, CryeLeike Realty Services
New 2-4
Bedroom homes in
Riverfield Estates.
KiBt; Real Property
Professionals
293-7872

EIZ1
Motorcycles & ATY's
%Sumo Ledger Ton,Eli
Housing Act Notice
All real estate wlver,cskt herein
•ublect to the ederal Fair
lott.ing Xet uluch make. it
illegal ff, odteruse ant Fret,.
ente !irritation or div-rimma
hou huffed on rao,
relf-

'

'fl t.li

,td" er!

.11

adteltomg for real oat, h,th
.not Ir` wiat, ot the la, td
per.on. are herffht intorrned
that all du riling. ash erlued an
atailable on an equal
nth ba,
,
tIrttvr afo,t,ince fAdtertifong rt..11.11rk
mcnt, cont.), f AA pun..
nr I ',111
l. •

I

2004 & 2006 Road
King Custom, $5.000
worth of extra equipment 2004: 6,100
miles. 20061 4,400
miles. 270-759-0999.
Garage kept, like new.
2006 Kawasaki. rea,
with 650 Brut Force.
484, 1.100 miles, IPT,
mud light tires, aluminum wheels, brand
new. 227-2038.
YZ85 $1.200. 660
Rhino $4 500 270436-6380

HOLLAND
MOTOR SALES
We Finance
holiandmotorsales com
i.70-753-4461

THURSDAY SEPT 16 AT 1PM
MARY & CHESTER MARTIN
ESTATE PROPERTIES
CARLISLE COUIsiTY, NEAR
BARDWELL, KY
183+/- ACRES W/ HOUSE
OFFERED IN 7 TRACTS
AUCTION LOCATION: Bardwell Baptist Cr,

•

3BR, 1BA
Fenced in back
yard Near MSLI
Must see
$89 000 obo
270-929-6828
3BR, 2BA 1,200sq ft
604 Sycamore Good
starter or invest property. $62K
270-227-2043

Kentucky
Lake
1 to 3 AC - only
$39,900
w, FREE Boat
Slip,
Depression-like pricing
has spurred tinsk
sales,
Incredible opportunity
to own a beautifully
wooded, estate-size
homes-4e overlooking
spectacular 160,000
acre recreational lake

SHOWING

DATE

Kentucky. Enjoy endless boating, fishing
and skiing w/ your
family. miles of tranquil
walking trails. shimmering sunsets &
priceless memories.
includes paved road
frontage
all utilities
completed. Fully buildable when you are
ready
Bank
finance with
little money down &
easy terms. Come see
why almost 500 peopie
have bought - even in

8.

LOCATION:

A4infaition guarantee.

*

*
*

BENTON AUCTION HOUSE

*
*
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FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT

YOUR Auctioneer & Real Estate Broke,
200 Adkins Lane • Puryear TN 38251
Telephone i 731)247-3784
Doug Taylor Auchoneer Broker
Tn
*2027 Ky Lic #RP7209 Firm #1782
"Tayor Made Auchons Are Better"

• 1157 ST. JCT. 97 MAYFIELD, KY 270-705-4859
' RALPH AUSTIN, OWNEFLAUCTIONEER
KY Lic. P2471 IL Lic..441.001641
WVVVV.ALISTINAUCTIONSERVICE.COM

PUBLIC AUCTION
SATURDAY. SEPTEMBER 6,10:00 AM
At the Dan Miller Auction Barn Lynn Grove. Ky. From
Mayfield Ky take Hwy 80 S to Hwy 1836 S. Follow to
Hwy 121 the to Hwy 1836. Follow to auction. From
Murray, KY take Hwy 94 West to Lynn Grove, Ky.
Signs Posted.
Two large lots of costume jewelry. portable electric sewing
machine. table lamps, color T.V. with -remote. hanging mirror, nice
sofa & recliner, oid dresser, 3 pc. bedroom suit. oTfice desk. computer, wheel chair. dryer. microwave & cart, large boom box. dolls,
los of fancy needle work. lot of linens. flatware. old glass & china,
castiron tea kettle, 2 drawer file cabinet. lot of material, 19"
Craftsman radial ann saw, Powlan chain saw. post hole digger,
walk behind lawn mower. old push mower. small shop vise. hand
& yard tools. shovels. rakes. hoes. set of Palsgraf dishes with
maiching canister set. new Troy Bilt 42- cut 7 speed. Pony mower.
All this & more.
Not responsible for accidents
Lunch Available

DAN MILLER (270)435-4144. DARRELL BEANE 435-4420.
TERRY D. PASCHALL 767-9223 AUCTIONEERS
www.clanmillerauctioneercom
"My Service Doesn't Cost, It Pays"

absolute IOW Iluction
Saturday, September 18th 2010 '',' 10:00 AM
From Mayfield

,,.

.

. ONLY 875.00
A MONTH

Hill Electric
Since 19Sh
24 moon surace
Res Com., & Ind
1.1,:ensed & Insured
All Jobs - big or small

753-9562

HALL'S WASTE
MANA EMENT
• fut2kit &
.1.i. iutkur
• Iticall‘ :iw fled/operated

759-1151 • 293-2783
293-2784
Hamilton Granite

& Marble
3301 St. Rt 121N.
75-8087
Tyler.Murdock • 2934722
Displas Hours:800-110
Handyman Work

Odd Jobs, Repairs
_Horne, Auto,
Plumbing, Carpentry
Light Electrical. YardS,
Mucn More
No Job Too Small
Jacob
270-978-0278
_
.

HO ETOWN•
TREE
. SERtCE
. _ .
insured -Reliable •
&Dependable Free EST1mate6F•ii.stump Fiemova
3044

CHASE Futrell LawnCare. 8yrs. exp. 2938814
LAWN Care Service
Reasonable
rates.
starting at S15 270753-2405. 270-9782441

MITCHELL
BROS.
PAVING
*Commercial 8.
Residential
*Asphalt Instaltation
& Ivlaintenance
40 yrs experience -

(270)759-0501
ML Garage Doors.
Installation.
repair,
maintenance on doors
and operators. 270293-2357
O'BRYAN TREE

• Locatly owned
and operated
• Free Estimates
• Lic 8. Ins
270-703-1021
2713-703-4005

71 ACRES

Johhny O'Bryan

& TOBACCO BARN SELLING IN 1 TRACT!
.
LEVEL TO GENTLY ROLLING TILLABLE FARMLAND,
TIMBER & WOODLANDS!
SHORT DRIVE TO MAYFIELD. MURRAY & FULTON,
FARM IS READY FOR PRODUCTION'
AUCTION MELO ON SITE,REAL ESTATE WILL SELL AT 10 00 AM
TO THE HIGHEST BIDDER REGARDLESS OF PRICE'
.01SIT HARR1SAUCTIONS.COM FOR MORE

REA.l. ESTATE TERMS '
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ROOFING Licensed
and fully insured
Adam's
Home
Improvement
270-227-2617
Stump Removal
270-34/3-2107
THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur_
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of as employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activ,tles

Services Offered

(ESTATE AUCT'ION
NO MINIMIMASII NO RESERVATIONS!!
Sat. Sept. llth, At 10:00 A.M.
-77-ac• Grua/ Eltorciers Estate"
1135 Paradise Rd, Grand Rivers, KY
From 1-24, Exit 31 -Smithland-Grand Rivers
Exit" Take Hwy 453 Northwest 3.8 Miles To
Hwy 93, Turn Right, Proceed aio Mole To
Hwy 866 "Paradise Rd'. Turn Lett. Proceed
Northeast 4 7 Miles.. East Of Paducah, KY
.ie
UIP..3 /NAM IR IE..S.
In 6 Tracts And In Combinations
BEAUTIFUL BOTTOM FARMLAND
Good ApfarketabIe TIMBER
Come Bloke Your Cruise
.____ aprisr El 1.1 /V T I AI a
Tract 2 - 54 Acres , Tract 3 - 56 Acres
Tract 4 - 52 acres Tract 5 • 81 Ataes Tract 6 - 8 Acres

Just Minutes From!24 & Kentuck y Dam i
Traet 1 - 1 Acre Old Nomeplace Setting
Pius A 3 Bedroom, 2 Bath Modular Home

3 CRETE, LLC

ANDRUS Excavating
and Septic Systems
Dozer. back hoe, and
track
hoe
work
Installation and repair
on septic systems.
Now offering septic
tank pumping. Major
credit cards accepted.
978-0404
APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(2701 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Boror,

TRAVIS
ASPHALT

Offered In One Tract - Nice Mini Tract!
To Be Auctioned At The Grand Rivers Farm
15% 0owa Wtth A Minimum Deposit
Of 55,000.00 Per Tract, Balance In 30 Days
No Buyer's Premium

C

Visit low vis vv.1 airrteenrcessitt.ciom

For New Survey And Tract Details!
Tractors - Hay Equipment - Trucks
Dozers - Backhoe - Tools
Airstream Camper - Automobiles
To Be Sold After 7-he Real Estate
Watch For Detailed List!

J

AMES R. CAS
NE AUCTIC0E811 REAL EETATE POKER ...,

RC

FANCY FARM. KY. 270-623-8466 DC
"The Sellin

Machine"

n

Concrete Repair
No job toc small
270-293-7971
www.3cretellc.com

Appliance

Repair
ALL BRANDS

Ward Elkins
270-753-1713
YEARRY'S
Service
Free
mates. Phone
2562. 227-0267

Tree
esti436-

Paving;Sealreating
&Hauling
TONY TRAN IS

270-753-2279

Additional 12 ACRES

COULD RE

H.L. FORD ELECTRIC
270-435-4152 or
270-293-6902
NO jOB TOO SMALL'

& DEBRIS

Signs Posted'

Located 3 Miles East 01 Benton. KY On Hwy 408
..Y-OUR AD

TOWNS

The Edna & Late Charles Farmer Farm

1176 State Roate 1382. Sedalia, KY 42079 ,p,,,,,,,,,,p, c.,,,,,,,,t)

Being Of tared Separate Or Combined With Tract 1

436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling Clean
out garages, gutters.
iunk & tree work.
A-1 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service Insured
753-TREE (8733)
ADAMS Home
Improvement
Additions, Remodeling.
Roofing Vinyl Siding
Laminate
Floors.
Repairs, workers comp
Insured
227-2617

*

AUSTIN AUCTION SERVICE

Selhag Real Estate for Shelia Dalin

lEor more info/pictures sisit our website:
wwl__A'A.M.1101(1/91"i
auctienzip.com auctiuneert

*

ir
*
*

For more information and your auction needs hone:

Wiring
& 1300,
5

-

*

i ...illuft.;( mots; %moque.: Km.... ei.
*
*
* Swords; Architectural hems;(..-cart: RON 1.01• S. NILICh MOW *
*
* Kink 2: 1 0:nna NI siar-i•
40n• 1ntique ..la( otlectible Items! Oak. *
* 1Nalnut.11
herr.& 11a1
,
..,:an, I urniture; 40- WI ertising !her- *
*
* ntometers: Red %A ine Stonen are; AilYertising Jugs: Hull. Hose- *
*
* sale. 11c( irs. & shass nee
Potters: sterling Items:(dassta are *
*
*
* Including Moon & Stars sk 311- res. Of(arms al (dass: Quills; *
* ( ountryprimitist Items: rocket Watches:
*
Railroad Items:
*
* Baseball (.1mesiliats: Aladdin. 1ri Dern. Si Slag 1.1ass 1.atiips; *
*
* Atilitar, ..1: Nati
(olleetibles; Modern sok( ollectible (.1ins 1nd *
* Much More!
150. Pietro es & I isting I hi 11 elysite. Absentee Bids *
*
*
* Accepted. No Pity ei's Premium.(.ish Or tpprosed
( heck For *
* All Items On Das I II" Sa Ie. Rank Letter Of( redit Required
*
l'or *
*
* Out-Of-State Buyers. o'',.. *sales 1 41( ulleeted Vt,'Mout A '1
Aid *
*
10. lax 1tim! cr. `smoke-i ree Eacilit. 1 un,:h As ailahlt.
*
*
*

REAL ESTATE AUCTION:
SATURDAY,SEPTEMBER 4, 2010 10:00 A.M.
NEW CONCORD. KY- 322 ELLIOTT RD.
From Parts laudiag_Stakfailli fake FM V 119
to6ard %lured), 7 miles to Cypress Trail. turn
rigid. 1.4 miles to Kline Rd., turn left. 1 mile to
Elliott Rd., tum left 0.3 miles to Auction site.
From Alum). KY: take IIWN 121, 12 miles to
pres.s Trail. turn left, 1.4 miles to Kline Rd..
turn left. I mile to Elliott Rd,turn left. 0.3 miles
to Auction site.

•rn W
,
11300

hlONDAY. SEPTEMBER 6- 9:00AM
DOORS OPEN F OR PRE VIEW AT 1,30Am

: pirections: :.- 1 •
*
Lachr.'
, I. ,
*
Riaz 1: 9:iiii‘11 ,
iii.iii

812-47416100 i 800-264-6601 • www.curranmaler.corn

CALL 753-1916

753-1816 227-061

*
*

AUCTION i REALTY, INC.
....... - .1,402.......••••• weaao•••,•..•crime WM..

HERE FOR

M
LAWN SIERVIL E
Mowing. Manicuring'
Landscaping &
leaf Vacuuming

•

1- S10110:HI l, I,n

tketst Motors

Services Offered

.

Tuesday.

Campers

1987 Adventurer. 27/11
Fiberglass, Pontoon
Boat. 90/hr. power
motor- Eve, Rue. 270436-5921 or 270-4365492

*
*

CURRANMILLER
....

Aptwinces I.

September 7 from 11 -1PM. Representatives will be
at Tract 1 to answer questions and distnbute maps
and information
PROPERTY LOCATION: From Murray KY. take Hwy
94 northeast to Highland Rd, at Hwy 1346, go east
to Ledbetter Rd, go right and follow the signs to the
3 tracts.
REAL ESTATE: The real estate consists of 40.6.,•acres and will be offered in 3 tracts. The largest
tract, 36 6..i- acres fronts Anderson Creek on
Kentucky Lake Take Hwy 94 N of Highland Rd to
State Hwy 497 (also known as Lancaster Rd) go E
to Cross Spann Rcl go nght to Chnstine Rd go right
to property. The property will be offered in 3 tracts
as follows:
TRACT 1 consists of 1 1+/- acres cf wooded land
and is part of the Plantation subdivision.
TRACT 2 consists of 2.9+/- acres of wooded :and
and is located near Tract 1.
TRACT 3 coneists of 36.6*/- acres of wooded land
and fronts Anderson G-eek on Kentur..icy Lake. There s
electric available along the road frontage of Tract 3
MINERAL RIGHTS: Ail mineral nghts owned by the
Martin Estate MI be conveyed to the purchaser_
SURVEY: The seller will provide a current survey to
the purchaser's)
FREEDOM TRACT AUCTION METHOD: The
properties will be sold using the Freedom Auction
Method. This method allows the bidders to bid on
any' individual tract Or any COmbination of tracts at
any time throughout the auction. All bids remain open
until the auctioneer determines that all competitive
b,dding has been exhausted.
BUYER'S PREMIUM:A 6% Buyer's Premium will be
added to Me high bodfsi to determine the Contract
Purchase Price
TERMS: A deposit of 10% of the Contract Purchase
Price will be required on day of auction with
the balance due within 45 days after delivery of
insurable title to purchaser. The real estate wiii sell 3t
ABSOI UTE AUCTION to the highest bidder.
OWNERS: The Mary 8 Chester Martin Heirs

cpetui gagIax auction Se,wice
05 Chevrolet motor
home. 32-11. sleeps-8,
11,00(1 miies. perfect
condition. 293-1231

Auc-rucoursa

AUCTION LOCATION: The American Legion Post
73, 310 Bee Creek Drive, Murray. KY From Main
Street, go north on 4th Street to Bee Creek and go
east to the Legion.

torn.sh,f

LAND
BARGAIN,

Sale

L.AIRGIE L.AIESCIR IDAV

THURSDAY,SEPT 16 AT.7PM
MARY & CHESTER MARTIN
ESTATE PROPERTIES
CALLOWAY COUNTY, NEAR
MURRAY, KY- 40.6+/- ACRES
OFFERED IN 3 TRACTS

P989 14,

2002 Chevy Silverado
Crew
Cab.
HD
Duramax. Diesel. 4x
Tow PackagE. $11,500
210-293-2512
99 GMC Pick Up, great
truck 2003 Yamaha
1500 Road Star, great
bike Call (270) 4892559 or (270) 2931073

Public Saie

.
Chnstian Outreach - nter 1323 Hwy 51 N
Bardwett, KY)
SHOWING DATE & LOCATION:Tuesday',September
7 fmm .4-6PM Thrr. showing headouarters will be at
the Moms Valley Christian Church located at the
northwest corner ,..,i the farm.
PROPERTY LOCATION: The farm ,s .ocated in the
southeast comer ot Hwy 1181 8 Hwy 1935 at Hwy
1372 east of Bardwell, KY Take Hwy 62 NE frum
Bardwell to State Hwy 1372. go east to Me farm
REAL ESTATE: The real estate consists of 183+iacres of beautiful rolling land wi productive creek
bottoms. The FSA Office estimates approienettely
142.7 acres of cropland The land is improved w/ an
older farm home & small grain brn The farrn will be
offered in 7 Tracts as follows'
TRACT 1 consist of 11.8•/- acres ot mostiy open
tillable land 19..,- acres bitabie. This tract is located
at the corner of Hwy 1181 & 1935 and is situated
around the Moms Valley Chnstian Church.
TRACT 2 consrsts of 12 8+/- acres and is located
fronbng HYdy 1181 This tract has a beautiful open ndge
deal as a potential home site and a nice lake srtuated
in a wooded area. There are 4..:- actws tillable.
TRACT 3 consists of 12.9+/- acres also located or
Hwy. 1181 and lust south of Tract 2 This tract has
mostly open tillable land with some nice trees There
are 9-0-, acres tillable.
TRACT 4 consists of 40.1./- acres and is located
on Hwy. 1935. This tract has approximately 27.,: •
acres tillable with the balance in a wooded area to
the south of the tract There s a small grain bin on
Tract 4.
TRACT 5 conssts of 3 5 acres and is improved
with an older frame farm house The home has
a kitchen via cab/nets. living room, chning room, 8
2/3 bedrocms. The home is srtuated on a small rise
making it a beautiful home site. The home shows
signs of considerable deferred maintenance.
TRACT6 consists of 52.8+/- acres w,approximately
42 acres being tillable. Approiumaely 15 acres lays
south of a drainage ditch and is farmed try another
tenant. Tract 6 is situated on the south side of Hwy
1935 and has a small livestock pond.
TRACT ?consists of48.744- acres with approximately
40 acres being tillable. ThiS tract lays on the north
scle of Hwy 1935

Finns For Sale

YARD SALE

4 VarP3lies
Square & Round
Calf 270-753-8848
before 8:00prn

Public Sale

N

fled.100.
ThurlOasn.

410

lute Auctio

Two 5 acre flat lots in
North Villa $15,000
each or $29.000 both
270-929-6828

Mon.10i.m.

I f_

Public Sale

l'harsda,, September 2. 2010• 3B

410

LEARN TO FLY
in Murray
Professional Flight
Instruction
•Fltght Review
*Discovery Flight

(270)873-2098
(270)925-5387
FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
Trimming.
removal.
stump grinding, firewood. Insured. 4892839.

Need help
Promoting vour
Business?
Call us we will be
glaci to help.
Murray Ledger &
Times

270-753-1916
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STATEWIDE CLASSIFIEDS
ANNOUNCEMENTS
DIVORCE with or without Children $125.00.
With FREE name
change documents
and marital settlement
agreement. Fast and
easy Ca us
24hrs.f7days, 1-888789-0198.
www.CourtDivurceServ
,ce corn
Reach over 1 million
readers with one call!
Contact the classified
department of this
newspaper or call KPS
at 1-502-223.8821 for
more information about
placing a 25-word
classified In 70 newspapers for only $250
Wir a Corvette!
Corvette Museum
fundraising raffles:
2011 Black Convertible
drawing Saturday,
September 4 $10/ticket and 2010
Crystal Red Grand
Sport Convertible
drawing Sunday.
October 10 - $20/ticket. Tickets 800-5383883 or coreettemuseuneorgiraffle.
BUSINESS
SERVICES
FREE HD FOR LIFE!
Only on DISH
Network! Lowest price
in America! $24.99/ mo
for over 120 channels!
$500 Bonue. 1-86E240-3844
EQUIPMENT FOR
SALE
NEW Norwood
SAWMILLS LumberMate-Pro handles logs 34" diameter,
mills boards 28" wide
Automated quickcycle-sawing increases
efficiency up to 40%!
www.NorwoodSawrnills
.com/300N
FINANCIAL
CASH NOVin Get cash
for your structured settlement or annuity payments. High payouts.
Call J.G. Wentworth.
1 -866-SETTLEMENT
(1-866-738-8536).
Rated A+ by the Better
Business Bureau
HELP WANTED
CDL-A Drivers, You
Deserve The Best!
High Miles, Great Pay,
2011 Freightliner
Cascadias! New
Perfomiance Bonus
Program. $500 Sign-on for Flatbed Drivers.
CDL-A, 6 mo. OTR.
Westem Express. 8f38801-5295
Drivers - Flatbed
COLA $2,000 Sign On
bonus. NEW TRUCKS
ARRIVING!6 months
Experience Required.
Lease Purchase
Available No Felonies.
Hornady
Transportation 80°441-4271 x KY-100
Drivers - FOOD
TANKER DRIVERS
NEEDED OTR pose

tions available NOW'
CDL-A w/Tenker
REQ D. Outstanding
pay & Benefits! Call a
recruiter TODAY! 877484-3061 www.oakleytransport.corr
Marquette
Transportation. leading
Marine Transportation
company, is now
accepting applications
for experienced and
non-experienced
DECK HANDS!
Competitive pay, benefits and 401K. Apply
online at. www.marquettetrans.com EOE
MIEN

Must meet hiring
requirements ot maior
trucking companies
TRUCK AMERICA
TRAINING' 866-2443644

570-9849 tor tee
times
TRUCK DRIVERS
HELP WANTED
CALL NOW! Bile
Trucking Company
International Truck
Driving School Ncw
taking Studentsl No
CDL, No problem!
STATE WIA PROGRAM if qualified. or
Financing available
888-780-5539

Dnvers - Hiring
Regional Flatbed
Dnvers. 37 cpm with 2
years expenence
Great Benefits. Home
EVERY Week 1 year
flatbed or tractor-trailer
experience required.
Call 888-967-5487. or
apply online at
www.averincareers cu
m Equal Opportunity
Employer

Dnvers ACT NOW!
You may quality tor
FREE CLASS-A CDL
Training Funded by
State WIA Program

Dnvers - Hiring

DriversOwner/Operators
$3000 - $4000/week,
Your Tractor - Our
Trailer, must run 28003000 miles per week
home every 14 days
Midwest to Southwest

runs 1-800-817-3962
Summitt Trucking is
currently hiring CDL-A
Solo Drivers & Teams!
Miles+ Benefits+
Nommen& Min age 23
with 24 mons exp
www summitt corn or
-866-333-5333

5 years after Katrina, a
revival not yet complete

Truck Drivers WANTED! MORE Hometimel
TOP pay! EXCELLENT Benefitsi
NEWER Equipment!
Up to $.48/mile company drivers! HEARTLAND EXPRESS 1800-441 -4953
WWW heaAIandex press com

INSTRUCTIONAL
AIRUNES ARE HIFI
ING- Train for high
Paying Aviation Career
FAA approved pragram Financial aid
qualified- Job
Placement Assistance
Call Aviation tnstrtute
of Maintenance
(88)3)207-2053

GRANDPARENTS
It's time to brag about
your grandchildren!
Bring in your pictures for our
grandparents day special.

ATTEND COLLEGE
ONLINE from Horne.
'Medical, 'Business.
*Paralegal,
'Ac.counting, *Cnrninal
Justice. Job placement
assistance. Computer
available. Financial Aid
if qualified. Call 866460-9765
WWW.Centu raOnline.co

SALE! CCL Training
Stareng at $1995! WIA
Approved. Job
Placement Assistance.
Tuition reimbursement
evadable. Accredited
BBB. Delta Career
Academy. Mt. Sterling,
KY. 859-498-9988,
600-883-0171
MSURANCE
Save on your auto or
auto/home insurance
rates. Nationwide has
announced rate
decreases of 9.3% on
auto insurance, up to
30% decreases on
package policies Let
me s;low you how to
savel Renee
Thompson, Nationwide
Associate
Agent/Hamilton
Insurance Group 859317-2217
MEDICAL HELP
WANTED
Health Occupations
Training: New Online
Nurse Aide Training!
Ky State and Medicaid
approved. Certified
Clinical Medical
Assistant, Phlebotomy
and EKG. Ky Health
Training: 859-9632901: 888-274-2018
www.k.yheafthtraining.c
om
SPORTING/SPORTING GOODS
Play Where the
Hooter's Tour plays.
Cherry Blossom Golf
Course in Georgetown,
rated the number one
public course in
Kentucky. Call 502-

Single Space - $12.00
(No more than ont child per picture
MAXIMUM 20 WORDS
Double Space - $18.00
(Two or more children per picture)
MAXIMUM 40 WORDS

DEADLINE IS
SEPT.8 AT 5PM

Noah Stations

Send payment. photo, and
information below to:

Grandparents
Sherry Holt
Patsy and Noah Stations

L....

Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040 Murray, KY 42071

Great Grandparent
Nellie Holt

rName of child in picture:
Grandparents names:

•
'Your Name.
!Your Phone Number:

A

SUDOKU
Conceptis SudoKu

Suctoku a number • plac,ng puzzle based on a 9x9 grid with
several gtven numbers The obfect tc place the numbers 1 to 9
In the empty squares so that each row. each column and each
3x3 box contains the same number only once The difficulty level
ol the Conceptis Sudoku rncreases from Monday to Sunday.
By Davi. Green

11
Answer to previous puzzle

9
2
3
4
1
6
8
7
5

2 3
1 7
8 9

2 8
7
6 8
4

8
5
6
2
7
3
1
4
9

4
7
1
5
9
8
2
3
6

2
8
7
1
6
9
4
5
3

6
1
4
3
5
7
9
8
2

5
3
9
8
2
4
6
1
7

1 7 3
6 9 4
8 5 2
7 6 9
3 4 8
2 1 5
5 3 7
9 2 6
4 8 1 1

2'

Difficulty Lev e! ***

Horoscope
HAPPY BIRTHDAY'for Friday, Sept. 3, 2.010:
This year, you will succeed beyond your expectations. Your circle of
friends will expand, adding to the many possibilities. Stay centered
and focused on your goals in order to maximize the full power of the
planets. You might be better off not spending so much, as you easily can get insecure in this present economy. Yes, stash! You will be
happier that way. If you are single, a friendship could evolve into a
lot more. This bond could be quite special. If you are attached, your
interaction will always need attention, and you bring your unique
nurturing qualities. CANCER is always your friend.
The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic; 4Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so; 1-Difficult
ARIES (March 21-April 19)
*** Know that it is appropriate atter a week of running around
and hard work to feel sluggish. A side effect might be a lack of
patience with those who try to be controlling. Someone who
might be difficult cbuld be sorry that he or she crossed your path.
Tonight: Homeward bound.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
***** Express yourself in ways that do make a difference in
how someone might receive your message. Fatigue marks a
work-related issue. Perhaps you can counter the effect by a late
lunch or an early workday. Tonight: Hang with friends. TGIF.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
*Or* At times, everyone is on the same page. Mere often, you
see power plays, differences 41 opinion and general differences.
You might be happiest close to home 'or working from home.
Tonight: Squeeze in some shopping that you have beer postponing.

Regiorial Van Drivers
37cpm with 2 years
expenence. Great
Benefits. Home
EVERY Week. year
tractor-trailer evenonce required. Call
886-967-5487, or
apply online at
www averittcareers.co
m Equal Opportunity
Employer

Tirnes

by Jacqueline Bigar
might push hard to get you to behave like he or she wants It is
nice to know tnat you are cared about! Make your own cho ces.
Tonight: Celebrate the weekend.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
*** You might have some difficulty leaving work. Knowing that.
be wise and complete your work. Consider saying ''no" when this
rseo. n or that person asks for a favor. Remember, you can do
nc
pe
a
nothing if you don't honor yourself first. Tonight: A must appear-

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
**** Honor plans to split and do something very different.
Right now many people might think you -- yes, you -- are a space
cadet. Certainly, you are not actively iistening to them. Be careful, as one of these people might be the boss. Tonight: Follow
your imagination.
SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
**** A conversation needs to be had, with your intensity and
caring. Don't gllow others to distract you. Your ability to bottomline a situation proves to be helpful. If you aren't careful, a discussion could evolve into a power play. Tonight: Enjoy a friend's company.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
**** Defer to others and understand that those around you
also need to feel important. You can do that in your customary
style when focused. Know that on a professional matter, no one
ye
s
rldtso eye. Let go and see what happens. Tonight: Find
ye
re
r fe
us
oe

NEW ORLEANS (AP) —
Gulf Coast residents tried to put
Hurricane Katrina behind them
last Sunday, marking its fifth
anniversary by casting wreaths
into the water to remember the
hundreds killed. But part of the
catastrophe lives on. in abandoned homes still bearing spraypainted circles indicating they.
had been searched and whether
bodies were found inside.
President Barack °barna
joined those hailing the recovery
made so far in New Orleans.
which hc said has become a
"symbol of resilience and community." In a neighborhood that
has seen little of that recovery.
the Lower 9th Ward, it was the
failures that seemed more apparent to residents.
"It don't seem like much is
getting done," said Charlene
LaFrance, a 42-year-old teacher
who watched commemoration
events on Claiborne Avenue.
Brass bands played dirges and
marches and politicians spoke
about the nation's failure to do
enough to rebuild New Orleans,
in particular the Lower 9th
Ward.
The neighborhood, down
river from the French Quarter,
was devastated when the floodwall on the Industrial Canal toppled over and unleashed a wall
of water that knocked scores of
homes off their foundations.
Many of the more than 1.800
people killed by Katrina died in
the Lower 9th Ward, and only.
about a quarter of the 5,400
homes there before the storm
have been rebuilt.
"This is hallowed ground
now," said Marc Morial, a former New Orleans mayor and the
president of the National Urban
League.
He told a jubilant crowd that
the Lower 9th Ward can be
rebuilt. "All it needs is decent,
strong levees that don't break."
of
Corps
Army
The
Engineers is nearing completion
on a levee system for New
Orleans that the agency says
should be able to withstand a
Katrina-like storm once it is finished next summer. The Lower
9th Ward is now protected by a
massive, dam-like structure.
°barna, speaking at Xavier
University. cited progress made
in the recovery but added that
there are still too many vacant
lots, too many people unemployed and "too many New
Orleanians who have not been
able to come home.- The recession and the Gulf oil spill have
made it even tougher for the area
to bounce back, he said.
"My administration is going
io stand with you and fight
alongside you until the job is
done," Obama pledged.
Ceremonies also were held in
Mississippi, where at least 175
people were killed by the storm.
In Biloxi, U.S. Rep. Gene Taylor
compared the Gulf Coast to the
area's oak trees — scarred by the
storm but strong enough to survive.
At a marble wall in Shell
Beach, La., honoring the 163
people killed in coastal St.
Bernard Parish. more than 100
people braved Sunday's soggy
weather as parish officials read
aloud the victims' names.
Diane Phillips, who iost two
cousins and several friends in
the storm, volunteered to lay a
wreath in the bayou. Some
wiped away tears as the wreath
floated away.

-You think of the whole
entire parish and everything that
we lost that day and everything
that we've brought back since
then," said Phillips, 51. of
Hopedale.
Gladys Nunez and Linda
Wells didn't know each other
before the ceremony — but both
knew many of those whose
names are etched in the memorial. Nunez wrapped her artn
around Wells, who was visiting
the site for the first time.
"I had to come see for myself
and try to put tft s behind me,"
said Wells, 50, of Chalmette.
Nunez,68, of Toca, said: "It's
something we'll live with for the
rest of mit' life. It never goes
away. Katrina showed no
mercy."
Members of First Grace
United Methodist Church in
mid-city New Orleans celebrated the city's renewal. Church
membership, once down to 50
people, now stands at 180,
Pastor Shawn Moses Anglim
said.
"After every flood, there is
going to be a rainbow," he said.
Church member Martha
Ward, a 69-year-old anthropologist at the University of Nev.,
Orleans, told the congregation
that Katrina and the ensuing
evacuation are the reason she
married her longtime boyfriend.
"This church is a miracle. It's
the face of New Orleans," she
said, referring to the multicultural congregation that attends the
church.
In the Lower 9th Ward. a
parade marched to the top of a
large rusty bridge over the
Industrial Canal, where a wreath
was thrown in honor of the dead.
Alan Drake, a 57-year-old
engineer who joined the march
in solidarity, lives in the Lower
Garden District. a neighborhood
on the "sliver by the river" that
did not flood.
"We are finally past the part
of major rebuilding in large parts
of the city," Drake said. "But
we're certainly not over the
hump here."
Since Katrina struck on Aug.
29, 2005, the Lower 9th Ward
has seen thousands of volunteers
help gut homes, clean up yards
and rebuild homes and businesses. It also has become the focal
point in an effort since Katrina
to make the city more ecofriendly. Groups like Global
Green USA, the Sierra Club and
rnovie star Brad Pitt have helped
make the Lower 9th Ward into a
greener neighborhood. A new
eco-friendly village is sprouting
near the lndustnal Canal floodwall that broke and there are
several groups making the
Lower 9th Ward the focus of
environmental plans. Recently, a
plan was announced to build a
community center, using U.S.
Department of Energy funds, in
the neighborhood where people
can also learn about climate
change.
But government aid has been
limited. In minty cases, residents
were left out of rebuilding grants
and other programs to help people rebuild. Some of the problems stemmed front a lack of
flood insurance, small payouts
frorn insurers, difficulties in
establishing ownership of property and fears of more flooding.
LaFrance, the teacher, said
her family was able to rebuild in
the Lower 9th Ward, but that too
many homes remain untouched
and are falling apart.

Watch for Woody's newest adventure to be
published beginning in September in the
Murray Ledger & Times.There are also a
limited supply of scrapbooks to be given
away to keep up with his story!
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AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
*** You are among the very few who cart accomplish a good
day's work. You might be overworking an issue in your head, giving others the impression that you aren't listening. Work on your
attentiveness. Tonight: Unwind in your style.
PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
***** Don't kid yourself - you are already out the door mentally and into your weekend. You discover that a lot is happening
behind the scenes with a friend. Reconsider your choices. Every
so often, revitalizing and questioning your desires is important.
You change: they change. Tonight: My, aren't we playful?

CANCER (June 21 -July 22)
***** You might wonder why you don't feel iike this every day.
As the Sun rises, you greet the Moon in your sign. Harness this
energy and expect a very dynamic few days. Of course you can!
Tonight: The world is your oyster.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
*** You simply need to be less available and more focused. BORN TODAY
Quiet suits you. Effectively clear out work andior a project or two. Actor Charlie Sheen (1965). actor Alan Ladd (1913) Olympc
Screen your calls and try being "the silent type." Tonight: You gold medalist. snowboarder Shaun White (1986)
•••
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VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
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www.jacquelinebigar,com.
all weekend. do you? Someone you know, a child or loved one, (c) 2010 by King Features Syndicate Inc.
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